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Containing the General Principles and Theory.

W HAT
a

it,

exp
.I

have shewn wherein the essential Difference betwixt Integral and FraBional
FraBion
is, and
the Notation
of
has
been
already

Numbers does consists and have observed, that there cannot be any other
Operations in Arithmetic): but those of Whole Numbers; and that the Ground
and Reason of different Rules for the management of Fractions lies in their relative Na¬
ture and Value. But now more particularly observe, That from this relative Nature it
follows, that the fame Quantity may be fractionally expressed under a variety of different
Forms, which in most Cafes requires some preparatory Work for reducing the Numbers
proposed into a like Form , before the common Operations of Addition, &e. can be per¬
formed. The first thing therefore to be done, is to explain the several Distinctions of
Fractions, with the general Theory of their Nature ; and then the Reductions of them from
one Expression to another.
Observe, For brevity I contract the word Numerator into Num ' , and the word Deno¬
minator into Den '.

DEFINITIONS.
From a Comparison of the Num ' rto the Den ' , as a Part (taken more generally)
to the Whole ; Fractions are distinguished into Proper and Improper.
1. A Proper Fraction is that of which the Num ' is less than the Den' , as | ; and
is called Proper with respect to the relative Integer, because it expresses a Quantity
less than it, (as has been already explained in a Corollary to the Definition of aFraction ;)
as if the true and proper Signification of the word Fraction were, [a Part or Quantity
lesser than another.
2. An Improper FraEtion is that of which the Num ' is equal to, or greater than the
Den ' , as or
and is called improper with respect to the relative Integer, because it
expressesa Quantity greater than it, and is therefore not a Part of it in any sense. But
taking the word FraEtion as I have defined it, there is no such Distinction ; for each Unit
of the Num ' is an Aliquot Part of the Integer, and the Whole is a Number of such Parts:
And since the applying a relative Value or Denomination to any Number , makes it a

fractional
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fractional Number ; therefore all such are equally true and proper, according to this larger
Sense: so that wherever this distinction is applied, the meaning of the word Vraction is
restrainedj or, without minding that, we may take the Terms Proper and Tv:proper, to
signify no more than a Distinction of these different Circumstances, viz. the Numerator's
being less or not lest than the Denominator.
Fractions are also distinguished into Simple and Compound.
3. A Simple FraBion is one single Fraction, referred immediately to some Integer;
' any thing.
as or \ of
4 . A CompoundFraaion is a Fraction of a Fraction, consisting of two or more simple
Fractions referred to one another in order, and the last referred to some Integer ; as
| of f of any thing ; or f of | of § of any thing ; the Particle, of, being the Mark of
a Compound Fraction.
One Fraction may be either an Aliquot or Aliquant Part of another,
•Scholium.
is am
as well as one whole Number is of another ; so that a Fraction which is * of
Aliquot Part of f ; but f of \ is Aliquant.
5. A Whole Number with a Fraction annexed, st called a Mix’d Number, and if theFraction st referred to an Unit of the fame thing that the whole Number represents, then.
they are set together without any mark of Addition, that being understood ; for Example
461 1, but if the Fraction is not referred to an Unit of the same thing, they must be sepa¬
} [b.
rated, that the name of each thing may be distinctly apply’d, as if it were 46 1,f- - ■
. In Abstract Numbers when there is no particular thing named, a Mix ’d
Scholium
Number st always understood in the first sense, (j. e. the Fraction st supposed to relate to an
Unit of the same thing, which the whole Number represents) and so it’s written without

any mark of Addition, as 24 *. Observe also, that if we suppose (as we stall immediately
prove) that two Fractions exprest’d in different Numbers may be equivalent, then the fame
integral Number , with the fame or equivalent Fraction, makes the fame or equivalent im¬
proper Fraction.
COROLLARIES.

1. Every Improper Fra &ion is equal to some whole or mix’d Number , and particularly,
if the Numerator and Denominator are equal, the Fraction st equal to 1; for then you take
as many Parts as the Integer contains, that is, the whole Integer or Unity, so | — 1. And

where the Num r is greater than the Denom *, the Fraction is greater than Unity,
(for the Integer.) But how to reduce it, or find the equivalent whole or mix’d Number,
we stall learn afterwards.
2. Every compound Fraction st equal to some simple Fraction, for that which st a Part of
a Part , st certainlya Part of the Whole , and we stall see below how to find that simple
Fraction.
AXIOMS.

1. The like Fractions of two equal Quantities or Numbers are equal; that st, if A— B
ct of A = ^ of B.
2. If two Fractions are supposed to be equal; and if also one of their similar Terms be

then

equal, the other is so too ; thus if -j j = - then st b— d.
All the other common Axioms of Numbers , hold in Fractions as well as Integers.
P

LE1K.

io6
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The greater or lesser the Nutr > of a Fraction is with the fame Den r, the greater
Or thus,
Two Fractions with the lame Denom r and different Num' 5, represent quantities
of different Value ; and the greatest Num r makes the greatest Fraction . Ex amp. \ is
greater than f (of the fame thing :) For the Num ' being thedirectNumber of things ex¬
pressed, and the Denom r being the fame, the Value of each Unit of the Num r is
the fame, and therefore the greater Numr makes the greater Value in the whole.
But more particularly, if the one Numr is Multiple of the other, that Fraction is
Equi-multiple of the other ; lo § is double of because 4 is double of a . For the Value of
each Unit of the Num ” being equal, the comparison of them is the fame as if they
were pure abstract Numbers.
Coroll
. A Fraction is multiplied or divided by any Integer , if we multiply or divide
its Num r, and this is a proper Multiplication or Division of the direct Number of things
represented : So a X 2 — ^ and ^ -r- 2 = | 3 and universallya X —=
and a—
a— h
- or
,
I
r eb
b
the -a part
of
— s= —.
1c
e
or lesser is the Value of the Fraction .

Observe, That the Division is supposed here to be without a Remainder , for otherways
a Fraction cannot be divided by dividing its Num '. Because the compleat Quote being
a mix’d Number , it cannot be the Num ' of a Fraction in proper terms. Observe also
that when the Numr of a Fraction is x, it is multiplied by any Number , by placing that
Number instead of the 1 : thus, n times ^ Part is — Parts ; the truth of which needs not
<t

a

'

this Lemma, but is comprehended in the very Nature and Idea of a Fraction . So
or
3 4 th Parts, is an equivalent Expression for 3 times | Part, as every Number of any kind
of things signifies so many Units of that kind.

LEMMA

II.

Any Fraction of any Number is equal to the Sum of the like Fractions of all the lefler
Numbers of which that Whole P composed . For Examp. 20 = 12 - f- 3. therefore £ of
20 ( = 5) is —4 of 12 ( = 3) +4 of 8 ( = 2 .) A !so | of 2o ( = =iy) is — ! of i2 (= 5i)
-f - ! of 8 ( = 6 .) Or Universally, If M = A - f~ B -f- C, <
& c. then
of M is — ~ of
A + -i of B + -J of C .

Or, ~ of M— of
”
A 4 - - of B 4 - * of C . [ Howseveral Fractions are added together in one .simple Fraction, we learn afterwards; all
that is designed here, is a general Truth , concerning a number of Fractions 3 for whatever
way they are expressed, the general Idea is the fame thing.
The Reason of this Truth is very plain 3 for the Whole being nothing else but all the
Parts, when you have taken the %or
(or generally, ~ Part, or ~ Parts ) of each
Member of the Whole , you have taken the like Part or Parts of the Whole.
Schol.
We may also express this Truth in this manner, viz. If one Quantity is made
up of a number of other Quantities, A - f- B -f -C, and another made up of as many
a ~sb ~sc , <
& c. which are respectively lesser than the former, and which are each equal
to the same Fraction of their Correspondents in the other, (/. e. a of A, and b of B, &c .)
then is the Whole a -j- b -j- c, 1&c. equal to the fame Fraction of the Whole A -f -B - f- C,
&c. that is, the Sum of the like Fractions of any two or more Numbers , is the like
Fraction of the Sum of these Numbers.
C 0-
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COROLLARIES.
the like Fraction
1. Any Fraction of any Number is equal to that Number of times
*- of 2, is
Also
1.)
Lem.
.
Carol
1
of
f
of 1; for Exams . ± of 2 is = 2 X | of 1 (=
of 1 ( — ~ of r, by
a. is a times
2x4 of 1 ( = -*- of l ) Or Universally of~
lesser Number , which
Cor Lem 1 ) For ” of a, is the' Sum of the t Parts of every
which is 3 of 1, as often taken as there are Units
of 1. (Car. Lem. 1.) [And
in -r, or crimes - of i ; that is, ~ multiplied by
is proposed which has no
Number
a
of
rhat when the Fraction
, . .
Numbers , so that
applicate
to
recourse
have
must
we
,
} j-, c Numbers
Quantity siÆvrstble soas to have
to
Number
Part proposed/]
we have in part
Schol. In this Corollary we have a compleat Demonstration of what
to this Place, viz. That any
supposed in Division of whole applicate Numbers , and referr’d
the like Part of one of
Times
of
Number
that
Part of any Number of Things is equal to
1.
= ~
of
these Things . Exams. That f of 2 / = *- of 11, or "f of n
Num r is that
whose
Fraction
a
to
equal
is
2. Any Fraction referred to any Number
to the given Num'
referred
is
which
and
one,
given
the
Den*
its
and
,
Number
given
m~ 2 ofa For
as the Whole . Thus, f of 2 = § of 3 : or generally, 4 of
? se of m
of 1; {per the last.) Consequently
Jn
*
~n of 1;* and ~n of
~ of m is
n
makeup

i.

e.

of every Unit in

mo^ dBctSed

If

a
represent

the

n

= 2 ofa.
any Number is an
3. From the two last this follows again, That any Fraction of of
the Num ' and the
Product
the
to
referred
and
,
'
Den
same
Aliquot Fraction having the
, ~ of £ ^ ~ of ab.
of to . Universally
given Number, as the Whole : Thus, fos
of 6a,*
of 1 is — se
n
For - of 6 = b times 4 of 13' or, ~rt of 1, (' by the first,) and -n ^
si

n

tt of ab.
n of b — ~
(byJ the last,-)
J ' therefore —
to a Fraction of
4 . The Sum of two or more Fractions having the some Den ' , is equal
se
14 - £
Examp.
.
"
Num
the same Den', whose Num ' is the Sum of the given
^ Gf r .
' For ~ of * + *y of b -f s of s= j ofa -j- 6-f- ej but se of - —

And so of the rest: Therefore , &c.
mentioned in Schol.
5. Here now we have a further Demonstration of that general Truth
the Sum of the

Lew?. 2. for demonstrating Division of Whole Numbers ; viz. That
of the Sum of these
complete Quotas of any Numbers is equal to the complete Quote
■ancj
- -J
f
Numbers , being all divided by the same Divisor. For h. zH l rb S/
Fractions express foe
whatever these Quotes are, whether Whole Numbers or Mix’d, these
generatT ruth, viz.
more
this
Quotes of these Numbers by the Den' n. But again, we see here (Wholeor Fractional) is re¬
Number
any
)
Fractional
or
(Whole
,
That whatever Numbers
being divided by the seme
solved into, the Sum of foe Quotes is equalPto 2the Quote of the Sum,
Integral
after

i o8
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Integral Divisor: For whatever kind

of

Numbers A,B,C are, still

true, that

I- of A -f -^
of B -j - ” of C = ~ of A B + C ; and the ~ of any Quantity is the Quote of it
divided by n. Afterwards when we learn what the meaning of dividing by a Fraction is
we shall fee the same truth hold in that Case also: So that it is Universal for all Cases1
whatever the Dividend and Divisor is ; as you may easily make Examples of, when you
have learned the Operations of Fractions.
;
it is

6. Any Aliquot Vm of one Quantity or Number whatever ,
Whole or Fraction, is the
same Fraction of the like .Aliquot Part of another, as the one Whole is of the other : Or
thus, any two Numbers or Quantity- are the fame Fractions one of another as their
Equimultiples. Exams. If f of any Quantity is equal to } of the - of another; then the
first Whole is \ of the other : Or if 7 of one Quantity is s=s ~ 0f 4 0f another, the

first Quantity is = ~ of the other : For each Whole being composed of equal Parts,
they are represented thus, A -j- A -j- A, <
£rc. and a -j- a -j- a, <& c. And the Number of
Parts being equal, a and A are the like Aliqu ot Par ts of their Wholes ; and a is the like
Fraction of A, as the Sum aa , & £■is of A + A, & t-

7. If we compare any Fraction, as ^ of

any

Quantity, or Number whatever A, and

the like Fraction of another Number B; then is -

of A equal

to the fame Fraction of 2,
of B, as A is of B; which is plain from the last: for n x ~ of A, and ?/ x ~ of B, are

Equimultiples of i of A, and ~ of B : And by the last, Equimultiples, or like Aliquot
Parts of any two Quantitys are the like Fractions one of another as these:Quantities are;
i. e.x » 1 of A ( = - of A) is the fame Fraction of » x -i 0fB (== " of B,1 as ^
tn
'
m
m
xm
yj.
w
of A is of
of B : Also ~ of A, is the fame Fraction of
of B, asA is of B, Hence

lastly
, A of A is the fame Friction of ~ of B as A of B.
LE

M M A

III.

The Difference betwixt the like Fractions of two Quantitys or Numbers whatever, is
Examp. f of i y (= : io)
— * of 6 4( = ) is = ~ of 15 —6 6( = ; ) or generally, ” of A — - of B — i Gf

equal to 'the like Fractions of the Difference of these Numbers .

A—B- Or thus,ifa, bare
.Demo

like

Fractions

of

A,B, viz. ~ Parts
, thena—

n st- LetA —Bbe = d ; then is A = d -)- B : Wherefore
_

ofA—B.

^ of A—B =
m'

~ of
m

d, and £ of A — ~ of df- .B; which is= Z of d -f £ of B, (by la&Lemma.j Con¬
sequently, ~ of A —
of d 4 - ~ of B ; out of each of these take ~ of B ; then is
~ of A — ~ ofB = - of d. But - of A— B== - of d, (as above ;) therefore - of
A - m" ofB = ~7» ofA ^ B.
J

COROL.
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l . The Difference of two Fractions of the fame Denr is equal to a Fraction
Coro
of that Denr, whose Num r is the Difference of the given Numbers . Example,
a —h
h
~n of a—b= z a~n
for -n of a — ^n ofi 3and -n of b— ^n ofi 3and
'
a

of i : Therefore st

b

a -b

L E M M A IV.
The more (equal) Parts any Number is divided into, the smaller these Parts are j and
the fewer the Number of Parts, the greater is the Part . For Examp.J -- Part is greater
than \ Part ; and so of others : For it is plain, you cannot divide the Whole into more
Parts without breaking the former Parts into Pieces or smaller Parts. But more parti¬
cularly, if the Der/ of one Part is Multiple of the Den r of another, then this Part is
Equimultiple of the first. For Examp. of^ any thing is double of j , because 6 is double
of 3. And it is evident that the fame reason must hold in all Cafes.
Or we may express it thusj If any Quantity is divided into any Number of equal Parts,
and the fame (or an equal) Quantity is divided into 2, 3, 4, <sc. times as many Parts,
then the Part of this last Division is but - , f , J , src. of the Part of the former. For
you cannot make 2,3 , (A-r. times as many Parts, otherways than by breaking or dividing
of the Part
j,
each of the former Parts into 2, 3, & c. whereby they will become
f , 4, &c. of the Number of Parts
divided; and reciprocally if the last Division is into
of the first, then is the Part of the last Division 2, 3, 4, &c. times as great as that of the
first. Universally, st Part of any thing is equal to r times st, Part of that thing ; and
Reciprocally, st, Part is but the st Part of st Part : So that if the Denr of an Aliquot
Fraction is the Product of two Numbers , that Fraction is equal to the Compound of two
Aliquot Fractions whose Den " are these Numbers . Thus, if a = rn, then is st = st
V.

LEMMA

If two Fractions have the fame Num r with different Den" , they represent Quantities
of different Values, and that which has the greatest Den r is the least Fraction. For Examp.
- is lest than f , because it represents the Tame Number of lesser Parts, {hem. 3, ) But

& c. times the lesser, that
more particularly, if the greater Denr is equal to 2, or 3, <
& c. of the other . And Reciprocally, this Fraction is equal to
Fraction st but - or f , <
(and is 2 times s) because 3 is ^ of <5; and
2 or 3 times the former ; so 4 st i of
st r times ysttt ,
, and st
of 28. Universally, -stn is str of st
v
is
7
because
4,
of
F
is
A
n
ti * ■
Jr
^
~
^
*•
,

~.

because » st st of r n.

The Reason st plain: Thus, st . of any thing sty times ~ of that thing, (Lem. 4 .) t. e
st of a — r x st, of æ; but st of a — ~ of T, and st, of a— st of 1, (by Cor. 2.
:
of 1.
Lem. 2.) therefore ~ of r — r times
Or we may see the Truth of this somewhat otherwise; , thus ~ and -st are the like
Aliquot Parts of

Part 3. (for 1
{Carol.Lem. 1.) But

a, qt
of st ) (by

Lem.

4 .)

There-

theory of Fra &ions. Book 2.
General Principles and ^

no

. r~71/) is
the ~a Part, (viz
\

fore that Whole of which f- 11is
of

which ~

is

the - Part, {viz.

is

also

the ~ of

the ~f Part of that Whole,
{Cor

.5 .

Ltm.

2 ) And

Reciprocally, ~ is r times -B.
COROLLARIES.
1. A Fraction is multiplied or divided by any Integer, if we divide or multiply its
(by this Lemma)
r = ~ i For £ = 7 of
Den r ; So ~ Xr — ~ , anc[ ■;

But the -i Part of any Quantity multiplied by

r,

produces that Quantity ; therefore

r„ xr = ; ) whence again ~ ~ r — •“
And take notice, That the Division is supposed here to be without a Remainder ; for
otherwise the Fraction cannot be multiplied by Division of its Denr, becatlie the
complete Quote is a mix’d Number , and so cannot be the Den r of a Fraction.
Schol

. As to this Corollary, observe , That by multiplying or dividing the Den r of a

Fraction, what we call properly the fractional Number is not multiplied or divided, for
that is the Num r ; but the mix’d Value or Quantity expressed by the Fraction is multiplied
or divided; so that it is still proper to lay, the Fraction (i. e. the Quantity expresled by
it) is multiplied or divided. Again, it is manifestly the fame thing in effect, to increase
or diminish a Number of things, keeping the fapae Value of each ; or to increase or di¬
minish the Value of each, keeping the same Number ; for either way the Quantity or
mix’d Value of the Whole is equally increased or diminished. Hence,
2. If the Numr andDen f of a Fraction are equally multiplied or divided by any Num¬
ber, the Products or Quotes (where there is no Remainder ) make an equal Fraction :
Or thus ; two Fractions are equal if the Num 1- and Den r of the one are Equimultiples, or
~ . For by multi¬
like Aliquot Parts of the Num r and Den 1' of the other : So
plying or dividing the Number , the Fraction is multiplied or divided in the Number of
things directly expressed, {Cor. Lem. 1.) and by multiplying or dividing tire Dem by the
fame Number , the Fraction is contrarily as much divided or multiplied in the Value of
the things expressed, (last Cor.) so that what the Fraction gains or loses in the one Mem¬
ber, it contrarily loses or gains as much in the other ; and consequently it remains still
the fame Fraction, only in different Terms.
3. If we find a Number which will exactly divide the Numr and Dehr of a Fraction,
we can thereby reduce it to lower Terms , {i. e. find another Expression in lesser Num¬
bers, which is an equal Fraction,) viz. by dividing the Numr and Dem of the given
Fraction by that Number , and taking the Quotes in place of the former Num * and Dem.
by dividing 6 and 8 both by 2.
Thus , § =
Schol

. Such Divifoss will be easily discovered In many Cafes ; and from the Na¬

ture of Numbers we have these particular Rules for finding a Number which will divide
two other Numbers , {i. e. the Num*' and Dem of a Fraction) viz. 1. If both are even
Numbers , or have in place of Units 2, 4, 6, 8, or o ; then they are both divisible by 2 ;
so 4£ = Ty And after one Division by 2, if they are still even, divide again by 2, and
so on as long as they are even ; thus, |-*= 4y = r¥ = f2. If any one or both of them have 5 or o in the first Place, then will 5 divide them
equal
both ; or if they have both o’s in the first Places on the Right-hand, cut away anNum-
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& x.
Number of o’s from both , (which is dividing them both equally by io or ioo , <
the
of
some
apply
off,
cut
are
these
after
ana
)
j
off
cut
o’s
of
Number
the
according to
other Divisions , if the Cafe admit it.
4s
Examp. i . tVo-—

Ex. 2.

(viz - 15 - ^ 5 — Z, and 24.0 ^ - 5 = 48 .)

7

Fv
',* ‘ 3 * i^oo
XL

4_ -

-

iS

r,

9*

; o» -

.

p „

4" r7Sr»

37 s

n

I-

7S

-

r,

1s *

When none of these Cases occur , yet in small Numbers you will easily discover a Num¬
ber which will divide both , if there is any such ; and tho ’ 2 will divide them , yet you’ll fre¬
divide them.
quently find, at first, a greater Number which - will
14 *£
£ £
S
It I
— -J > 47 — 17

O,, 7
00 Js

Definition

24
47 —

2,

1. Two Fractions are said to be

—

r)

S4 —

reverse

or

T

reciprocal

to one another,

or
when the Num ' and Den ' of the one is the Dem and Num ' of the other , as \ and
generally j - and - are Reciprocals 4 and because any integral Number is made an impro¬
per Fraction by making 1 the Den r : Therefore a whole Number has alib its Reciprocal,
or
viz. a Fraction , whose Den ' is that whole Number , and its Num ' 1. So 2 and
a and ~ are Reciprocals.
2 . Two Fractions , whereof the Terms of the one are the 2 Num' 3, and the Terms of
the other the two Den' 3 of other two Fractions , are called , The Alternate Fractions of these
other two : Thus ~ and ~ are the Alternate Fractions of these two g ^ g
Alternate of those.
L E M MA VI.

and

these

If two Fractions are equal , then these Truths follow.
1. The Products made of the Numerator of each multiplied into the Denominator
of the other are equal . Thus , if —= — then is am = bn.
.)
(=
, 2X6 — 3X4. 12
-*- = £,
Ex amp. therefore
■%= £ multiply each by m, the Products must be equal : But
sr. Since
Demon
i xibs

; * by(

Cor. Eem. 1.) and — X m — p- or *,

(Corel . 1. Lemma 4 .) that

is,

— 7i. Again , multiply each of these by b, the Products are also equal , viz . Am~ bn,
which also follows from the Proof of Division.
Hence we have learned a certain Rule for trying the Equality or Inequality of two
Fractions.
The Reverse of this Article is also true , viz. That if the Products made of the Nu¬
merator of each Fraction , multiplied into the Denominator of the other , are equal , these
For , divide am and bn both by b,
Fractions are equal . Thus , if am — bn, then 7 — “
the Quotes are equal , viz . “p — n j and again dividing both by
a

vm - T

(fora2

m,

the Quotes are equal'

)

-j — “ j then are n, m, both less or both greater , or both equal to their
If
Corol.
for since am — bn, if wis less than s , b must be greater than m, else
Correspondents a,
it ’s plainly impossible that b n should be = a m ; and if n is greater than a, b must be less
than m. Lastly, if n — a, then b = m.
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2 - The "Reciprocal
then is —

Fr

aft ions are also equal } that is, if £■= “ , thenis ^ = “ . Ex. iff —£

Because

Demonst.

and Theory of FraBions . Book 2.

st " st, therefore

= nb, (Art. x.) Divide each by *, and the

: then divide each of these .by

Quotes are equal, -v/L.

n?

the Quotes are equal,

h _ TH

.

n*i

a

Because the Reciprocals of two equal Fractions are equal, we may
Scholium.
also say, that the Reciprocal of one of two equal Fractions, is a Reciprocal to the other:
But then it will be convenient
, also -V and st
are —
"
then
Soif 4dm=
x on.
m Reciprocals
a and st
to distinguish betwixt immediate and remote Reciprocals .

Thus 1 and j - are immedi¬

ate Reciprocals , and - st are remote Reciprocals . But when we speak of Reciprocals
in o-encral, without distinguishing, then either of the kinds may be supposed.
If the Numerator of two reciprocal Fractions are multiplied together, and
Corol.
So if j- ^ are Re¬

also their Denominators , the Products make a Fraction equal to x.

a

)'

st and am — bn, (Art . x.) hence ^ = i.

x, for ~ =

ciprocals, then

—
The Alternate Fractions are also equal : That is, if r — st, then also is ~ —

and st =

Since

Demonst.

f,

(
~ for

(
st = s st then am = bnArt

~ :)
'and b ~ m = c And

2st

tti

and

the

then %= -} ■
. i .) divide both by

Quotes are equal, viz, . ™ — b } again, divide both these by
equal, ~ =

n

ftt

o

Ex amp. iff =

m,

and

because ~

k,

the Quotes . are
^ therefore ~

— Z- By Art . z.
two Fractions are equivalent , as st = st the Terms of the one are
i. If
Corol.
like Fractions of the corresponding Terms of the other : Thus v, m, are like Fractions of
Z of b • but st— st^
a7b, or a, b, like Fractions of n, m. For » = st of s , and
Also - — st of », and b =

~ of

ntj

but st --- "

2 . If two Fractions are equivalent, as £- — ~ } the Terms of the one are the Quotes
of an equal Division of the correspondent Terms of the other, by some Number , either
integral or fractional : For by Cor. 2 . Lem. n. st or st of x is — ~ of a, and - is = st
then, whether d is a whole Number or Fraction, it’s
d is contained in a, n times, or a — d — n.
consequently
and
,
—
is
d
plain, that » times
therefore, - = d, and for the same Reason as before, d is contained
Ac-ain, st =

of

b.

Suppose

m times in

b,

then, that ~

or b — d~ m.

In the same manner, if we suppose - —

d,

then

n -r * d

— a \ and because - — st, therefore, ^ — -A and m “ d— b.
Observe
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we have learned afterwards, that the Quote of any Number (Whole,

Observe, When
or Fraction,) divided by any other Number , is such a Fraction of the Dividend, as the
Reciprocal of the Divisor expresses, (i. e. the “ Part, if the Divisor is a whole Number
it will be plain that the one of
a, or the ~ Parts, if the Divisor is the Fraction 7 ) then
from
these two Corollaries is contained in the other, so as either of them may be deduced
the other.
L E M MA VII.

If any Number A (whole or fractional) is equal to any Fraction (proper or improper)
If A
of another Number B, then is B equal to the reciprocal Fraction of A. Exams.
= | of B, then is B = 4 of A ; universally, if A = ~ of B, then is B — ~ of A.
, that B being divided into m Parts, A
. If A — £ of B, this supposes
Demonst
contains n of these Parts ; which infers reciprocally, that A being divided into n Parts,
B contains m of such Parts.

we have another Proof of the ad Article of the preceding Lemma ,
if A = ~ of B,
viz. That if two Fractions are equal, their Reciprocals are also equal : For
. Hence

Corol

and if ~ = 7 , therefore A — - of B, and B = ~ of A. But
since also B = ” of A, it follows that 7 = 7, else B would be equal to two different
Fractions of A, which is impossible.
then is B = £ of

A;

. II.

CHAP
of

Reduction

Fractions.
1.

problem
'jp O

reduce an improper

Rule.

Fra&ion

to

its equivalent Whole or Mix'd Numbers

Divide the Num r by die Den *, the Quote is the Answer.

4 , (the Quote of 24 by 6.)
Ex . 2. *£—
Ex. z. *S4 =3 | , or 3 v, (because | — J , Cor. 2. Lem. $.)

Examp. 1 . %— i .

. The Denr represents the relative Integer or Unit, expressing it by a
Demonst
Number of Parts ; therefore as oft as the Num r contains the Den*, it’s equal to so many
times that Integer, (or so many Integral Units j ) and what’s over in the Division, makes
■a Fraction of the given Denominator.

To

II.
PROBLEM
redute a Piix’d Number, to an equivalent improper Fraffion,

Q.
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Rule. Multiply the integral Number by the Den r of the Fraction, and to the Product
add the Num *; make the Sum a Nutn r to the given Den r, and that is the Frac¬
tion sought.
Ex amp.
= thus
;
, 6 X 3 — 18, then 18 - f- 2 = 20.
DehonsT.

This

is plain from the last, for it’s only the Reverse of it.
PROBLEM

III.

To reduce a Whole Number to an improper PraEiion, having any given Denominator.

Rule. Multiply the given Number by the given Den r, and the Product is the Num*
of the Fraction sought.
Ex amp. To reduce 8 to a Fraction , having 6 for its Den r, it is = 4?®.
D EMo N s T. This is also plain from Broil 2 . being the Reverse of it.
Corol.
Every Whole Number is reduced to the Form of a Fraction, by making 1
the Den *j thus, 4 = f .
°
Scholium.
The
fame or equivalent mix’d Number , i. e. the fame integral Num¬
ber, with the fame or equivalent Fraction, will always make the fame or equivalent im¬
proper Fraction, only in different Terms , according as the fractional Part is. And Re¬
versely, The fame or equivalent improper Fraction will . always reduce to the fame or
equivalent mix’d Number .
'
'
Examp. 4 ! = ^?, and 4 ^ — '/ ; and because5-— -J, therefore 4s = 4consequently,
4-2 — 'f ; and from this it follows reversely, that 4 f (— j = 4 f (= *4 .)
Hence we see the Demonstration of a Truth proposed in Schol. 2 . to Division of whole
Numbers , viz. That the fame Quote will always be exprested by the fame Fraction ; i. e.
That if two Numbers are proposed to be divided by other two , if the integral Quotes are
the fame, when there is no Remainder ; and when there is a Remainder , if the fractional
Parts are also equivalent, then the Quotes taken fractionally (i. e. by setting the Dividend
as Num * over the Divisor ) will always be equal ; and if the integral j>r mix’d Quotes are
unequal, so will these fractional ones be : And, in fine, whatever Part or Parts the lesser
mix ’d Quote is of the greater, the same wjll the equivalent fractional Quotes be. So that
in the Comparison of one Quote to another, it’s the same to all Intents and Purposes to
express them fractionally by the Dividends and Divisors, or to reduce (i. e. divide) and
express them directly and properly. But the Use and Conveniency of this way of expres¬
sing Quotes , we shall learn more particularly afterwards.
P R O B L E M

IV.

To reducea compound Pr action to an equivalent Jimple PraEtion.

Rule.

Multiply all the Num* 8 continually , the last Product is the Num * fought;

and multiply all the Den*8, the last Product is the Den * sought.

Examp. 2 .
Demons

Examp. 1. I of %— ~ r, (for 2 X 4 = 8, and 3 x 7 = 21 .)
f of f of f = ~T\ , (for 2X5 x8 = s 8o, and 5x 7x 9 = 317) — ’ 4.
t .

i.

If

the compound Fraction consists of two Parts, as « of ~ ;

Reason of the Rule is this ; Since ~ Parts of any thing is ~a

the

times — Part, {Cor. Lem. 1.)
or

Gh^p. 2.

pReduEHon of

FraSUom.

or also— —Part of a times that thing, {Cor. 2.
take first a times ~ which is —
take nd. Part of nt
—7, nm
which is — d-

Lem.

2.)
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Thence it’s plain, that if we

and of this take d- Part, which is = ~ . or first
y

and then a times this,J which is — ; We have either
nm

way taken £ Parts of
which gives the simple Fraction according to the Rule.
2. The fame Reasoning holds if the compound Fraction has three or more Members;
for the two first being reduced to one, that one and the third make the fame Case as that
of two Numbers ; which being reduced, gives the simple Fraction equivalent to the Com¬
pound of three given ones, (which will be plainly according to the Rule, viz. the con¬
tinual Product of Num « and Derm ) and so on for four or more Members.
Scholiums.

1. It’s no matter whether the Members of a compound Fraction be Proper or Im¬
proper, the Reduction is done the fame way, and for the fame general Reason, wherein
there is no Regard had to the Distinction of Proper and Improper.
But this is to be observed, that if all the Members are Proper Fra &ions, their equiva¬
lent simple Fractions will necessarily be Proper; and if they are all Improper, it’s Improper:
But if some of them are Proper and others Improper, the simple ones will in some Cafes be
Proper and in some Improper, according as the Value of the Proper and Improper Members

happen to be. But it is not to be known what it will be, otherwise than by applying the
Rule, and actually finding the simple Fraction sought. So here,
*1 Br iL ur
nf fz -— _*+_• but
tsTVo 1
2. Fractions which are referred to a Number greater than Unity , as -y of 3, may be

also considered as compound fractional Expressions (by putting the whole Number in
form of a Fraction, as f of y, reducible to a Fraction of an Unit (of the fame things)
by the fame Rule, (and for the fame Reasons as before ; ) where it’s plain we have no¬
thing to do but multiply the Numr of the Fraction by the given whole Number , and ap¬
ply that Product to the given Dem ; so * of 3= f , and £ of 2 = -| (— ~.) But the more
original Reason for this Case, we have already learn’d in Cor.2. Lem. 2. Observe also
that here, as in the other kind, the simple Fraction will in some Cafes be Proper, and in
some improper, even tho’ the given Fraction is Proper; but must always be Improper, if
the given Fraction is so. Again, We may have a Fraction referred to a mix’d Number,
as f of 3y, and the Reduction to a simple Form is plainly this) Reduce the mix’d Num¬

ber by Problem2, and then apply the present Problem, thus, s ~ — s,

- ^ , (= 3^ , Prob
. i .)

and then 1 of

3. Some Authors propose as a kind of compound Fractions, such Expressions wherein

the Num r and ;Den r are themselves Fractions pure on mixed ; as these,
or 57.

But,

in my

or

?i
iyr

Opinion, we cannot call any of these a Fraction with any Propriety;

for they express not a certain Number of determinate Parts, which is the true and pro¬

per Notion of a Fraction . They are, indeed, reducible to an equivalent Expression in
the natural Form of a Fraction ; but that does .not make them Fractions,in the proper
Notion , more than a Number of Shillings can be said to be an Expression of Pence, be¬
cause it’s reducible to such an Expression, (/. e. because a Number of Pence can be afQ . 2 signed
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signed equal to the given Number of Shillings.) For this Reason Iwould never consider
these Expressions as Fractions, but only as a manner of signifying that the one is to be
divided by the other, - or at most, as an indefinite way of expressing the Quote of the
upper Number divided by the under : The finding of which Quote (or the Reduction,
if you please to call it so) must therefore be learn’d from the Division of Fractions. And
upon the Division of Fractions does also depend another Troblem, which some Authors
bring in among Redt. dions, viz,. To find of what Number any one given Number (Whole,
or Fraction, or Mix’d,) is another given Fraction . Examp. To find of what Number
is the | ; or to find of what Number 6 is the | : But these we must leave to the Rule off

Division.
4. The preceding Rule is general, and finds the true simple Fraction required in all
Cafes, as has been demonstrated ; and that simple Fraction may be again reduced to lower
Terms , in the manner ssiewn in Cor. 3 . Lem. 3-. But you may more easily, in many
Cafes, find the simple Fraction required in lower Terms , at the first, than the General
Rule gives,- by this Method : First, fee if the given simple Fractions can be expressed
lower by the Method of Cor. 2. Lem. 5. and use these new Expressions in place of the
former, which must certainly give the true Fraction fought ; because equal Fractions are
the fame Fractions, only differently expressed. Examp. 1. J of | ( = | f ) is the fame as i
of H {— ir) because $ = f . But, 2ly, When you cannot reduce the given Fractions*
er after you have' done it, proceed thus ; viz. Compare the several Num ” and Den rs to¬
gether, and if the Num 1 of one Fraction and die Denr of another are divisible by the
fame Number , (which may sometimes be the lesser of these two Numbers themselves)
take the Quotes and put in the Places of the Numbers divided; and do this with as many
as you can ; and then apply the General Rule, which will give the Fraction sought in
lower Terms . The Reaj on of which is, that by this Method yoy have done the same in
effect, as if you had found the simple Fraction by the General Rule, without such previous
Work , and then divided both Num ' and Dem by these Numbers which were made
Divisors in the previous Work.
The following Examples will illustrate this sufficiently. I have made Examples only'
with two Members ; but you can easily do the fame when there are more Mem¬
bers : And as for such Examples as these, where there are but two Members, there will
be no need to set down the Effect of the preparatory Work , but the Answer of the
Question all at once, the intermediate Steps being easily done without writing. The'
finding the simple Fraction in the smallest Numbers possible, depends upon the next
Troblem, which you are to apply to the Fraction found by the preceding Rule.
Examp. 2.

4 of ^

Ex . 4 .of4|
Ex .

6.

f

Ex . 8.

\ of \ — of
*

| = -lof

y = f,

TV - = ff

of 4 = -t - of h =

Tf of £ = 4 off — * .

Ex. ? • fof
Ex. 5.

| — -foi

A 0f $ = | 0f # =

Ex. 7.

4of = Fof%

Ex. 9 .

4 of 1/Of

4=

COROLLARIES.

1. In whatever Order the Members of a Compound Fraction are taken, it is still equal:
So f of £ = f of ~ and
;
f of 4 of A— z or" - of *
Or also exchanging the Num rs ana Dei.«-oi any two of the Members, it is still equal:
So ~ of
of f . In short, the same Number of Simple Fractions make an equal Com¬
pound one,if the Num.” of the Simples in each, and also the Dems are the lame Numbers,
tho’ in such Order as not to make the same simple Fractions. The Reason is, because
1 the
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the Sim; 1: Fraction to which each of these Compounds is reduced, will be the fame,
being produced by the fame Numbers.
2. Hence we learn how to dillolve a Fraction (if possible) into two or more compo¬
nent Parts j i. e. to reduce a Simple Fraction to a Compound one : Thus, if we can dis¬
cover two, or three, or more Numbers , which multiplied together will produce a Num¬
ber equal to the Num 1- of the given Fraction, and as many which will produce a Number
equal to the De .,r ; then, of these Numbers we may make as many Simple Fractions,
which, connected as the Members of one Compound Fraction, will be equal to that
—%
J . Examp. z. f = of i Examp. 3 .
Simple Fraction. Examp. i . ~ — ?of
de¬
not
does
Resolution
this
and
f
of
f
of
—\
.
4
Examp.
of
%
of
f
Of ft , or
*T,
Fraction
this
for
j
Terms
lower
to
pend upon the Simple Fraction’s being reducible
which is not reducible to lower Terms , is yet equal to f of f . In short, as many Num¬
bers as there are which will produce the Den r, the Fraction is reducible to a Compound
tho’ the Num ' is
having as many Members, whereof these Numbers are the Den"as; and
Num " for the
many
afford
will
that
yet
itself,
and
1
but
Numbers
no
the Product of
Members of the Compound Fraction, as in Examp. 2 , and 4.
. As one of two equivalent Fractions must be in lefler Numbers than
Definition
lesser
the other, (by Lem. 6. Cor. to Part 1 .) So that one which is expressed bytothe
in its
be
said
is
Fraction
a
And
:
other
the
than
Terms
lower
in
be
to
said
is
,
Numbers
smaller Num¬
least or lowest Terms, when there cannot be another equal to it expressed in
Terms.
lowest
the
in
bers : So f = J , and \ is

PROBLEM
To reduce a Er aElion to its lowest Terms ; i. e.
in the least Numbers pojstble.

V.
to

find an equivalent

Er

action expressed

We have already in Lem. 5 . Cor. 3 . learnt how a Fraction may be reduced to lower
exactly divide both its
Terms , by finding a Number (if there is any such) which will
Numr and Denom ' : But to reduce a Fraction to its lowest Terms , (or find if it is so
already) you must take the following
Rule. Divide the greater Term by the lesser, and the Divisor by the Remainder,
and the last Remainder by the preceding one, continually till nothing remains. Then by
the last Remainder divide the Num r and also the Den1' ; (in which Division there wist
be no Remainders,) the Quotes are the Terms of the Fraction sought. So that if the
last Remainder is 1, the Fraction is already in its least Terms.
Examp. 1.
*44 —
■SSo

Examp. 2.

irreducible;

J
J?

Operation.
144 ) 560 ( 3
am
128 ) 144. ( 1
128
16

)128 ( 8
128
000

Then 144 16= 9, and
560 -^- 16= 35.

for
7 ) 27 ( 3
21
"1 ) 7 ( 1

6_
l

De-
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D e M.o n ST. There are three things to be here demonstrated, viz: I .
That the last
Remainder will divide the Num * and Dew exactly, (or without a Remainder .)
2.
That it is the greatest Number that will do so. 3. That the Quotes make tire
least equi¬
valent Fraction.
For the first, I must premise these Truths , viz . 1. Is any Number does
measure (or
divide without a Remainder) each of two or more Numbers
, it will also measure their
Sum ; for it is contained in the Sum precisely as oft as the Sum of the times it
is contained
in each of the Parts, {Lem.2. in Division of Whole Numbers.) ' Therefore
the Number
which measures another, will also measure all the Multiples of that other. 2.
Every Di¬
vidend is the Sum of the Remainder, and that Multiple of the Divisor
by the
Integral Quote, (by the Proof of Divifon.) Hence , 3. If the Remainderproduced
of any Division
measure the Divisor, it will also measure the Dividend ; for it measures the
two Parts of
the Dividend, viz. the Remainder itself, and that Multiple of the Divisor
produced by
the Integral Quote.
From these Truths we have a clear Demonstration of the first thing proposed :
For in
the Operation, every Divisor and Dividend (upward from the last)
is the Remainder and
Divisor of die last Division: Wherefore since the last Remainder
divides the last
Divisor, it will also measure the last Dividend ; but these being theexactly
Remainder
and Di¬
visor of the preceding Division, it must also measure the preceding
Dividend ; and for the
fame Reason, the Dividend preceding that ; and so on it must measure
every Divisor and
Dividend to the first, which are the Terms of the given Fraction ; the thing to be
proved.
For the second Article. The last Remainder is the greatest Number that
will measure
the Nuns and Dem . In order to prove this, consider, That if a
Number measures
the Sum of two Numbers , and also any one of them, it must measure
the other ; for
the Sum and one Part being Multiples of that Number , so is the other
Part, {Carol. 3.
Lem. 2 . in Divifott of Whole Numbers ) and every Number

measures itself

and its Mul¬
tiples. But that Number which measures the Divisor, measures any Multiple
of it, viz.
that Multiple produced by the Integral Quote, which is one Part of the
Dividend ; and if
the same Number also measure the Dividend, it must measure the
Remainder, which is
die other Part of the Dividend. Now then ,if the last Remainder is not
the
Number that measures the Num r and Den r of the given. Fraction ; suppose greatest
greater will doit : Then , by what is now strewn, that other will also measure another
the first
Remainder, (which is the second Divisor ;) and because the first Divisor (which this
sup¬
posed Number measures) is the second Dividend, it will also measure
the second Re¬
mainder ; and so on every succeeding Remainder : Consequently it will measure
the last.
Remainder, which is absurd; for this Number is supposed to be greater
mainder : Wherefore the last Remainder is the greatest Number whichthan the last Re¬
measures both
the Numerator and Denominator.
For the last Article, viz. That the Quotes make the Equivalent. Frail ion
in lovcejl
Terms:

Let the given Fraction be expressed ^ - and any Fraction in
loWerTerms be ~ ;

These Terms a and b are Quotes of an equal Division of A, B, (by Cor. 1.
Lem. 6.) But
the greater the Divisor is, the lesser is the Quote . Therefore the
greatest Number which
measures A and B, makes the least Quotes, and consequently the least
Terms of an Equi¬
valent Fraction.
Co rol . If a Fraction is .not in its least Terms , the Terms of it are
Equimultiples of
its least Terms ; and these like Aliquot Parts of those. Hence
again, All Equivalent
Fractions in different Terms are different Multiples of the least Terms.
I
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VI.

To reduce two or more Pr actions to one Denominators
valent Tractions having all the fame Denominator.

i e. to find as many Equi¬

Rule . Multiply all the Den ” continually into one another, the Product is the
common Den * fought. Then multiply each of the given Num ” into the Dei.”
of all the other given Fractions continually ,- the Product is the Num * of the
Fraction
sought, equivalent to the Fraction whose Num *- was multiplied.
Examp. 1. £, -7* = If ; U-

—14 , which makes
Exams. 2. £ ,f ‘,

Thus ’ 3 7*

= 21, the

common

Dem :

Then

— ! • And 3X5 = 15 makes | f — f
iHrmf

5x15x13 975
=
, the first Num *.
—1080 , the third Num *.

2X7

- Thus , 9X 15 X 13 = 1755 , the common Den *.

13 X9 X 13 = 1421, the second Num *.

8x 15 x 9

Demon st . The Num * and Den* of each Fraction is equally multiplied, viz. by
the Den*s of all the other Fractions; consequently the Fractions produced are equiva¬
lent, by Lem. 4. Cor. 2.
Scholium

.

If it is proposed to reduce any Numb 'er of Fractions

to as many

equivalent Fractions in the lowest Terms that can be with a common Den *, it is
plain, that having ' reduced them first according to the >preceding Rule, if we can find
the greatest Number that will measure the common Den * and all the new Num
” , these
being divided by it, the Quotes will make the Fractions sought. But the Demonstration
of the Rule for finding that greatest Number must be referred to another
Place. To
which I shall therefore refer this Part of the Problem; and here only observe,
that tho’ '
the given Fractions are in their lowest Terms , yet being reduced to a common
Den * by
the present Problem, the new Fractions will not always be in their lowest Terms
that ad¬
mit of a common Den*. Examp.
are both in their lowest Terms ; and being
reduced, they are ff, which
are again reducible to these, If for
3 measures
75 by 25, {i. e. 3x25 =
75 ) and 117 by 39, and 135 by 45.
Corol

. Hence we have another Demonstration

of Article 1. Lemma 5. viz.

two Fractions are equal when the Products are equal which are made of the NumThat
* of
each multiplied into the other’s Den*: So £ = £ . because 2X9 = 3 x ti. For
the two Fractions are reduced to one common Den*, by the preceding Rule, when
Products are the new Num ” ; and it is certain, that when two .Fractions are reducedthese
to a
common Den*, if the new Num. *3 are also equal, these new Fractions are equal, and
consequently so are the Fractions to which they are equal; so in the preceding Example,
| and £ being reduced, are each = V ; therefore f and
which are each equal to the
seme, must also be equal to one another.
i .:

PROBLEM
To reduce a Traction to an Equivalent

i. e.

to

VII.
one of any other - give?i Denr {if pojjtble ;)

find a Numr which with that given Denomr will make an Equivalent

Traction.

Rul e,
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Rule .' Multiply the given Dcnom * by the Num ' of the Fraction, and divide tire
Product by its Den*j the Quote (if there is no Remainder ) is the Num * sought.
Ex amp. To reduce § to an Equivalent Fraction, having for its Den * 12. It is Tf.
Thus, 3x12 =
36 , and 36 — 4 — 9, the Num* sought.

Demon

st. This

follows from

Corel,

to the last. For let the given Fraction be

•j if the Den* to which it is to be reduced be

d,

suppose the Num * sought is c>

And because -d — ~ by supposition, then a d =/ >c 3 therefore dividing both by by it is
= r, according to the Rule.
Scholium.
If the Division has a Remainder , the Problem is plainly impossible;
yet the given Fraction is equal to the Sum of two Fractions, one of which has the given
Den*, and its Num * is the Integral Quote of the Dividend directed, by the preceding Rule3
and the other has for its Num * the Remainder of the Division, and the Denr is the Pro¬
duct of the given Den* and the Den* of the Fraction reduced. For Ex amp. if * is preposed to be reduced to the Den* 5,1 take 4X 5 — 20 3 then 20 = 7 = 2, and 6 remains.
Whence I conclude, that £ = §•-}" *?• Universally, Let it be proposed to reduce ~
to the Den* m. And let n ) am — 7, and r remaining3 then the Troblem is impossible.
Butlfay , that ~ .

| + £

D e mo N s T. Since ~ — 7 + ~ , then dividing both by
'Lemma

m,

it is ~

^ -f- •£ , by

2. For — expressing the Sum of 7 -}- -7 the m Part of = ’ which is the Sum,

Is — the Sum of the m Parts of 7 and

i- e. & 4-

PROBLEM

VIII.

To reduce a PraBion to an Equivalent one, having a given Num', (if possible
.)

R u 1. E. Multiply the given Num * by the Den* of the given Fraction, and divide the
Product by its Numr , the Quote (if there is no Remainder ) is the Correspondent Den*
sought.
Ex amp. To reduce %to a Fraction having 18 for its Num *; it is done thus, 18x6
= 10?, and 108= 4 = 27 : So the Fraction sought isA . Universally 3 To reduce ~ to tlje
Num * r, take c» = -r = « , then is -7 — •£ .
D e Mo n sT. By reversing the given Fraction, and taking the given Num * as a Den*, it
becomes the fame Cafe with the preceding Problem 3 and it has been shewn, that if two
Fractions are equal, they are so when reversed. But we may argue for this the fame way
as in that Problem: Thus , if ~ — 4’ then am — cn> (Lem- 6 >) and ?« =
Scholium.
If there is a Remainder, the Problem is impossible3. yet we can find
two Fractions, the one of which has the given Num *, and whose Difference is equal to
.rjy» given Fraction. For which, this is the Rule 3 viz. Having multiplied the given Num*
into
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into the Deri - of the Fraction , and divided the Product by its Num 1-, take the Integral
Quote as a Den * to the given Num 1. And if from this Fraction you subtract another,
whose Num * is the Remainder , and the Den * is the Product of the Den « , (via. of the
given Fraction and that last found ) this Difference is equal to the given Fraction.
Examp. If it’s proposed to reduce -f to a Fraction whose Num * is 9 ; work thus,
7X9 = 63 . Then 63 -7- 5 = 12, and 3 remains. And then I fay, y —tt 84
—
(
being = 7X 12.) Universally, If it’s proposed to reduce
to the Num * n ; and if —
"=
7, with r remaining , then

Demon
Division .)

it is,

is not reducible to such a Num *.

st . Since

= y, and r remaining , then vsbn — aq ~sr yby(

Hence dividing equally by
aa ,

*q- f - r
l7

bq

—

fore ~
^ -j- m .
the Rule.

But I say,

—

bq

rr

b,

it is n —

r
bqi

,

(Lem.

K'

2 .)

b

But

r- And
(Corel.

~

the Proof of

again dividing by q,
2 . Lem. 5 .)

Hence lastly, by equal Subtraction, ~ — j * = ~ .

Where¬

According to

Observe, The preceding Problems relate all to Abflratt Fra£lionsy i . e. the Fraction
reduced , and that to which it is reduced, are supposed to have the same absolute Deno¬
mination , or all to be applied to the feme Integer 3 therefore there is none mentioned.
The following Problems concern FraSlions as they are specially A plicate.
PROBLEM

IX.

To reduce a FralHon of an Unit of a higher Value, to an Equivalent FraUion of an
Unit of a lower Value, these Units having a known Relation to one another, i. e.
the lejjer being equal to a certain known aliquot Part s>f the other.
Rule.
Take
the Reciprocal of the Fraction which expresses what Part or Parts the
lower Unit is of the higher, and making that with the given Fraction (of the higher) the
two Members of a Compound Fraction, reduce it to a Simple, [ by Prob. 4.] i . e. multiply
the two Num ” together and the two Den ” , the Products make the Fraction sought.
And observe, if the lower is an Aliquot Part of the higher, we have no more to do but
multiply the Num * of the given Fraction of the higher by the Den * of that Part.
Exantp. 1 . To reduce \ of 1 1, to a Fraction of 1Jh. it is
of i fb. for 1 Jh. is
Part
of 1 1, and 1/. is 20jh. Therefore
.
- of 1 /. is | of 20Jb. by the Rule.
Ex amp. 2 . To reduce ? of il. to a Fraction of 1 Merk, it is ji f= - : Thus , 1 Merk
is | of 1 /. Therefore 1 I. is £ of 1 Merk , (Lem. 7 .) So that f of 1 1. is = £ of | of 1
Merk, which , according to the Rule , makes - 4, the Fraction sought.
D e mon st . In the preceding Examples, I have made the Reason obvious . But to
demonstrate it more Universally ; let it be proposed to reduce
of a higher Unit to a
Fraction of a lower , which is -j of the higher .

I fey it is -7 of ~ of tire lower : for

since the lower is « of the higher, this must be ~ of the other, (Lem. 7 .)
i

ofthe his her “ = i

Therefore

Of ^ ( = ^ ) of the lower, according to the Rule .
R

And if
the
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the lower Unit is an Aliquot Part of the higher, all we have to do, is to multiply the
Nutnr of the given Fraction (of the higher ) by the Dem of the Aliquot Part . So
. . am
It IS - .

n

SchoL . If a Compound Fraction, or a Fraction of a Number greater than Unity, is
proposed, first reduce it to a Simple Fraction, and then proceed as above.
PROBLEM
To

X.

reducea Traction of a lower Unit to a higher, (the lower having a known Re¬
lation to the higher.)

Rule . Makea Compound Fraction of the given Fraction (of the lower,) and that
Fraction which expresses what Part or Parts the lower is of the higher j and reduce this
Compound to a Simple, you have the Fraction sought.
Exam . 1. To reduce | of ijb. to the Fraction of i /. it is f - l. = (Jv.) For i ft.
being
therefore \ (b — \ of f- of a I. which is= ■/ -/ . according to me Rule.
Examp.

2.

Z of 1 Merk

— si of

i /.

For i Merk ~

—| of \ of 1 /.= ~ I. according to the Rule.
The Reason of this Rule is obviously the lame in.
insisted on.

all

,

I.

therefore

f of

i

Merk

is

Cases, and needs not be farther

Schol . In either of the two last Problems, if there are any intermediate Species be¬
twixt the two given Units ; and if instead of the Relation betwixt the higher and lower,
there be given the several Relations betwixt the Extremes and the Intermediate Species,
then reduce the given Fraction to the first intermediate Species, and from that to the next,
till you come to the Species required. Examp. | of i /. reduced to the Fraction of i
Farthing, is
; which is found either all at once by knowing that i Farthing is ^f - of
11, or by degrees thus, \l — 4/ h —
d —far
things. By
multiplying the Nu¬
merators gradually by 20, 12, and 4.
PROBLEM
To express any Applicate Whole

XI.

Number, simple or mixed, by a Tra&ion

os some

su-

periour Integer.

Case i. Fora Simple Number , make it theNum r, and for Den r take the Number
of the inferiour Species which is equal to 1 of the superiour; and that is the Fraction
sought. So 8 d. is sy of 1fb. or y\ - of x /.
Case 2 . For a mixed Number , reduce it to the lowest Species expressed in it, and
make that the Num r ; and the Number of that lower Species which is equal to 1 of the
given superiour Species make the Denr, and that is the Fraction sought.
Examp. To express 12ft. 8 d. 3/ . by the Fraction of a/ , it is/.
for the mixed
Number is 611 / and is is
I. therefore 611f is di 1 times f jj t..—
/
PROBLEM

XII.

the Value os a Tra&ion of any Unit (or other Number) of a given Name-,
in Integers of lower Species, (where there are any such.)

To find

Rule . The given Fraction being (or made) a Simple Fraction; reduce it to a
Fraction of the next lower Species, (by Prob. 9 . ) which being improper, reduce it
(by

Redu&ion
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no Re¬
(by Prob. 1.) and the Integral Qyote is the Answer in that Species, if there is which
mainder ; but if there is a Remainder , it makes a Fraction of that Species ; with
on to the lowest:
you are to proceed to the next Species, and reduce as before ; and so
of the lower, if there
then the Integral Number found in each Species, with the Fraction the
Fraction of the
is aRemainder , make up the complete Answer. [ And observe, if
no Integer of
have
can
you
plain
is
it
first, or any succeeding lower Species is Proper,
it to the next continually till you have
reduce
and
proceed,
must
you
ib
and
Species;
that
Fraction is
an Improper Fraction : And if you never find such a Fraction , then the given
]
Integers.
in
expressible
not
Examp. 1. | of I /. is =

13/ &. 4 d. which I find thus,

/ = 4/ /

(Prob. 10.) = 13/ ’.

(Prob, 10.) = 4 d. (Prob. 1.)
V
-j- f fh. (Prob. 1.) and \ fb—
* Ihe Reason of this Rule is evident of itself.
Scholiums.
first
1. This Problem supposes the given Fraction a Proper one ; but for an Improper , with
proceed
Then
sought.
Value
the
of
Part
first
the
is
Quote
Integral
the
and
it,
reduce
the Remainder according to the Rule.
ot
2. This Rule is accommodated to all Cafes, whether the lower Units be Aliquot
occur,
commonly
most
which
Cases
the
in
because
Aliquant Parts of the higher. But
may be
they are Aliquot Parts , therefore the Operation is the more Simple; and the Rulethe next
to
Integer)
an
as
(
Fraction
given
the
of
'
expressed thus, viz.. Reduce the Num
divide by the
lower Species, till the Product be equal to, or greater than the Dem ; then
Remainder
the
Reduce
Species:
that
in
Answer
the
of
Part
Den r, the Integral Quote is the
lowest Species;
to the next Species, and divide as before (by the Denr) and so on to the
of
and you have the Answer either in a Simple Whole Number of one Species, or Mixed
of the
disserent. And if there is a Remainder upon the last Species, it makes that Part
effect
Answer belonging to that Speciesa Mixed Number with a Fraction . And this in
is the same as the preceding Rule.
Examp. 2 .

To find the Value of \ %l. it is

Sd. 2j \ f.

Operation.
24/.
20

iz/u.
35U %oJB(

JLL
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25 Rem.
12
35 ) 3ood 8( d.
280
20 Rem.
4.

S5) «o/USf/.

This way of ordering the Operation is distinct and eafy; and it
according to the General Rule of the Problem, which you
exactly
is

will readily perceive by comparing . For this Reduction of the
Remainder, and then the Division of the Product , is exactly the

Operation whereby the Fraction made of that Remainder is re¬
the next Species, and that again reduced

duced to the Fraction of
to a Whole Number.
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3 . If the Fraction to be valued refers to a Whole Number , greater than i , as | of %l.
or to a Mix ’d Fraction , as f of 6 j I. let the Expression be reduced to a simple Fraction,
and then find the Value . If that simple Fraction is improper , reduce it to its equivalent
Whole Number , and then find the Value of the Remainders in inferiour Species . For
the valuing the Fraction of a Mix ’d Whole Number , as \ of 48/ . 14 # . 8 d. it is to be
done by multiplying the Mix ’d Number by the Num r of the Fraction , and dividing the
Product by the Dew , for | of any kind of Quantity is the fame as f of 2 times that
Quantity . Or Generally ,- ~ of
the Reason of this Rule.

any Quantity

is j * of a times

CHAP.
Addition

that Quantity , which shews

III.

of Fractions.

DEFINITION.

A

Fractions takenof
DDITION

Fractions
, finding
a

together.

P R O BL E M.
Rule.

Reduce

Fraction

is

equal

to

all

the

given

To add toxo or mare FraSHons into one Sum.

all the given Fractions to simple Fractions, of one Unit , and one Den r,

(if they are not so already ; ) then the Sum of the Num ” being made a Numr to the
common Dew , makes the fractional Sum fought , (which may be further reduced as the
Cafe admits .)

Scholium

.

In the following Examples , I thought it superfluous to write down

the Operations ; but I have set down the Effect of every Step in the Work , separating
them from each other by the Mark Of Equality, shewing that what follows is equivalent
to what precedes ; being only the same Fractions reduced (where it was necessary ) to a
different State , according to the Direction of the Rule : Which therefore being com¬
pared with the Rule , all will be clear and manifest.

Exams. 1 .

y + 1

Ex.

■s.
7'

Ex. 2.

S . [

wry

3 r—

* *

— TT r

» 3 —

* 9

— j -j -

1 nf * -4_ ' 3 —■ 8 4
' 3 — » r — T«
y ® TTT3
TT rTT — TT — 1 TT

In the preceding Examples the Integer is supposed to be the same in all the given
Fractions , therefore I have named none ; but in the following we shall make them dif¬
ferent.
Examp. 5 .

Ex . 6 .
Ex. 7.

f /.+ 4 # . -

sfjb . + $ {b. = %*Jh. = 8 */ &. = 8 : 10 : 1 f

4/ *•. + £* A
/&■= Va -A +' */ A = wA
a * *'
I. 4+

of *# . = 4/ . +

+■ frA
a aJ =

Vt
A 9 ' AA -

.

. a-A
--
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Again, when there are mix’d Fractions, as 4 s--J- 7I , we may either reduce these to
improper Fractions, and proceed by the General Rule ; or, add the fractional Parts by
themselves, and the integral, and then join both their Sums. Thus in the preceding
Example, the Fractions added make J — if and the Integers make n ; so the Total is
Again, take this Example to add 24 £/. and 16I. 10 ~!b. The Sum of the two
Fractions^ viz . \ l. and | Ib. will be found 15Jb. 4 d. 3 s/ . The Sum of the whole Numbers
is 40/ . top. and the Total is 41s . ‘jjb. 4 d. 3 f/ . Observe also, that if the relative In¬
tegers of two Fractions are not of one general N ature, so as to have some relation, there
can be no Addition.
D E m o N s t . It is already shewn, in Cor.2. Lem. 2. that if several Fractions have
one Dem , the Sum of their Num ” applied to that Dem, is a Fraction equal to their Sum ;
but without that Lemma, this Truth will appear very simply and easily thus : The given
Fractions being such, or reduced to such a State, that all the Num « represent things of
the same Denomination, both absolute and relative, [<. e. of the same Species and Value
m all respects,] their Sum is therefore a Number of things of the same kind, or a Num¬
ber of such Parts as the common Dem expresses of the same common Integer.

CHAP
Sub

.

IV,

traction

RACTIONS

DEFINITION.

S

Fractions.
UBTRACTION

is

the

P R O BL E M.

finding
a
Fraction

To

equal

to

the

Difference

of

two

subtfaB one FraBion from another.

given

Rule. Reduce
them both to simple Fractions of one Unit , and one Dem, (if they are
not so) then subtract the one Nurm out of the other ; and make the Remainder a Numi
to the common Dem, and you have the fractional Difference sought.
The Reason of this Rule is founded upon the same Principle as that of Addition, which
need not be repeated. Or may also be deduced from Lemma 3. where it’s shewn that
because - of A
of A — B, that is

> and
Examp. 1 .

of A — B
J.

1 X_

T — T*

A —B

(Cor. 2. Lem. il)
2
r 0 S

34 0

Ear. 5. 4off ?.

I I ft O

146

»4 7

*4 7

9 9 4 r.—

T47

use

When there is a Whole Number concerned, either in the SubtraBor or Subtrahends
or both, the Difference may be found also by the General Rule ; after reducing Whole
r and
"
.
'
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and Mix’d Numbers to Improper Fractions : But such Cases may be solved easier, by
reducing only the fractional Parts according to the Rule, and then subtracting Fraction
from Fraction, and Whole Number from Whole Number . See Ex . 6, 7. below.
Observing this, that where the absolute Denomination is the same, and the fractional Part of
the Subtractor is greater than the Subtrahend, borrow Unity , i. e. add the Denrwhich
(
represents the integral Unit ) to the Num ' , and then subtract, and for that carry and add 1
to the Whole Number of the Species to which the Fraction refers : And if there is no
Fraction in the Subtrahend, suppose one, whose Num r and Denr are equal each to the
Den r in the Subtractor, and the Fraction therefore equal to 1 ; and sobtract from it
(that is, subtract the Num r of the Subtractor from its Denrj and for that add 1 to the
Whole Number of that Species, (Ex. 8 , 9.) And if there is no Whole Number of that
Species in the Subtrahend, or less than that to be subtracted from it, (Ex . 12.) you must:
supply it as in Subtraction of Whole Numbers . And lastly^ mind that the Unity bor¬
rowed for the integral Part, must be repaid to the Integrals of the next Species, (Ex. n .)
and also the Unity which may happen to be borrowed for the Fraction of that next
Species, (Ex. 13 .) But the following Examples will make all clear.
Examp. 6.
Subtrahend. 7
7
Subtractor . 4.-,-— 4
Differ.
3 rz

Examp. 7.
24 ‘ — 24 -'-!

Diff.

4-H

Examp.

H

Diff

9.

Examp. 10.

Examp. 11 .'

1£
Diff 45?-

221
16
Diff of

/. Jb. J.
32 : 12 : 2
6 : ^

Examp.

46

Ex

I.
28
6
Diff . 22 :

amp
Jb.

HtV

io tV
4t 7

12 .

d.

8.

14

Examp. 13.
I.
d
I.
Jb.
d
Jb.
82 :: 09 -*- : 00 = 82 :: 09 : OO
60 ; : 14.; :
:
o8.£ = : 60 :
X6
Diff
■
hTf
£

Such Examples as the 12 th and 13 th may perhaps never (or very seldom) occur in Businesi, yet they are an useful Exercise to compleat one’s Notion of the Nature of
Fractions.
Subtraction of Fractions is proved by Addition; the fame Way, and for the same Reasons
Whole Numbers.

as in
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V.
c/Fractions.

Multiplication
definition.

O multiply any Number or Quantity by a Fraction, is no other thing than taking
such a Part or Parts of it as that Fraction expresses.
PROBLEM

.

To multiply one Frafiion by mother.

both to simple Fractions (if they are not so) and then multiply the two
Rule. Reduce
Num 18 together , and the two Der « ; their Products make a Fraction, which is the Pro¬
duct sought.
13 5
Ex. 2>
I Of ’ X- 5,
trr
Ex amp. 1
When either of the two Factors is a Whole Number , and the other a Fraction or
Mix ’d, or both being Mix ’d ; these Cafes come also under the preceding Rule , if the
Whole or Mix ’d Numbers are first reduced to the Form of simple Fractions, (as in the
following Examples.) So that when there is a Whole Number to be multiplied into a
Fraction , it’s plain we have no more to do but multiply the Num 1 by that whole Num¬
ber ; so 4 by ' — Y : And the Reason of this we have also learn’d before, Cor. Lem. 1.
for ‘ of 4. is 4 times f = 7 ; so that it’s no matter which of these you call the. Mul¬
tiplier.
Examp. 3* 24 X 3— 1Ig- ( —*14 ^ )

Ex . 4 .

765(

Ex. 5.

( = 258

Z7-Z-X6 -8-

LLLlt
i x

64X 8 ^-of L — 64X 8

. After the Product is found by the General Rule , it may be reduced
Scholium
to lower Terms : But this Multiplication being nothing else than the Reduction of a com¬
pound Fraction to a simple, we may apply the Directions in Schol.4 . Probl. 4 . Reduction,
for finding the .Product in lower Terms than the General Rule gives it j of which fee the
Examples

there explained , which will be neediest to repeat here.

. To multiply by a Fraction signifies no more by the Definition , than to
Demonst
take such a Part or Parts of the Multiplicand as that Fraction expresses; i. e. plainly taking
the given Fractions as Members of a compound Fraction, and reducing it to a Simple j
which is done (fee Probl. 4 . Reduilion) precisely according to the Rule here given : So
} = by ( Probl. 4 . and this Rule .)
to multiply L by ? is no other thing than taking £
And because it’s equivalent in what Order the Members of a compound Fraction are taken,
therefore it’s the lame which of them st called the Multiplier or Multiplicand.
For the Proof of this Work , it cannot have any which st a more simple or easier than
itself i but it has a counter Operation in Division , as we shall explain when we come
to it.

3
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Any absolute Denomination may be applied to one of the Terms ; but the other must be abstract by the Definition ; for it can signify only what Part or Parts of the other
are to be taken, and the Product is Applicate to the same Things, which is to be further
reduced as the Cafe requires. For Example^ 1 1. X £ —
I. — 12 fb. 6 d.
If the Multiplicand is a Mix’d, Applicate, Whole Number , and the Multiplier a Frac¬
tion, then reduce the former to die lower Species; and if there is in that Term a Frac¬
tion, make the whole an improper Fraction, and then apply the Rule.
Examp. 6. To multiply 24/ . njh. 8 Ld. by 4 -| .. By Reduction they are equal to
3 8 T, X ij = 1 * 9 f *±LI. d . —
= 26934.
26 9 U ^
- — &C.
59i2i - «l. X 4j.
«a
But here if the Multiplier is a Whole Number , and a small one, so that the Multipli¬
cation can easily be performed without previous Reduction , let it be done that way ; be¬
ginning with the Fraction in the lowest Species. Examp. 7 . 14A i2r . io | N. by 4,
— 58/ . 11 s. 5 \d : Thus § x 4 = | = 11. a. which 1 is carried to the Product of Pence.
Examp. 8. .78 /. 14s . 6 d. by
Multiply the Mix’d Number by 5, then divide the Pro¬
duct by 9 ; and this is a Question of that fame kind which we have seen already in
Schol. 3 . Probl. 12. Reduction.
General
Scholium.
The word Multiplication, more properly and strictly taken, signifies the encreasing of a
Number by Repetition ; whereas to multiply by a proper Fraction (according to the
preceding Rule) does plainly find a Number less than the Multiplicand ; which does there¬
fore rather divide than multiply it. But more particularly, when the Multiplier is an Ali¬
quot Fraction , as f , the Effect of this Operation is plainly nothing else but Division,
viz. of the Multiplicand by 3, which finds f of it. Again, If the Multiplier is a Fraction
of any other kind, proper or improper, as f or
the Operation is mix’d, whereby the
Multiplicand is first multiplied and the Product divided; for we Pike a certain Part of a
certain Multiple of it. But this Difference is remarkable, viz. That if the Multiplier is
a proper Fraction, the Division prevails, and the Number said to be multiplied is really
lessened: But if it’s an Improper Fraction, the Multiplication prevails, and the Multipli¬
cand is encreased-. The first is therefore in some sense- more properly a Division, and
the last a Multiplication ; tho’, according to the Definition, they are both called Multi¬
plication ; (nor does the first agree to the Definition in Division, as we shall see in the
next Chapter.) Again, Take notice, that if a Whole Number and a Proper Fraction
are multiplied together, the Fraction is, in a strict and proper Sense, multiplied; but
the Whole Number is lestened, and is only multiplied in that Sense in which Multiplica¬
tion by a Fraction is here defined. And now at last if you enquire, How the Name of
Multiplication comes to be applied to a Work which really diminishes? it seems to be
from this Consideration, viz. That whether the Multiplier isa Fraction or Whole Number,
the Number found has the fame relation to the one Factor as the other has to 1 ; i. e. it
contains it as oft, or as many Parts of it, as the other expresses, or as it contains Unity
or Parts of Unity ; which is plain from the Definition. So in Whole Numbers , axb
(or the Product of a by b) contains a, b times, and so does b contain 1, b times . In.
Fractions the Product of a byJ vtis~ Parts of a, as m
~ expresies
- Parts of 1 : And
m
r
m
because of this general Likeness in the Effect, both are called Multiplication ; which is
also defined in this general manner, viz. Finding a Number which shall have the fame
relation (above explained) to one of the two given Numbers , as the other has to Unity :
tho’ the Effect of this is in some Cafes really Division, and in all others, is mix’d of Mul¬
tiplication and Division, taking these in their more strict and proper Sense.
CHAP.
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CHAP

of Fractions.

Division
definition.

D

another. in
is contained
as already inexplained
Sense
bers, m . finding
some
the Fraction
hereoft inone
is takenhow
IVISION

Whole

Num¬

Scholium.

General

We see now by comparing die General Nature of Multiplication and Division by Frac¬
tions, as it appears in their Definitions , that they are the some way opposite in their Effects,
as in Whole Numbers . For, let any Number A (Whole or Fraction ) be multiplied by
any Number B, (Whole or Fraction ) and let the Product be represented by D ; then D
contains A, B times, or such a Fraction of A as B expresses, (according to the Nature
of Multiplication by Fractions j) consequently, if we divide D by A, i . e. enquire how oft
A (or what Fraction of it, if it’s greater than D ) is contained in D , the Quote must be
B : And reversely, if any Number (Whole or Fraction) is contained so oft (or such a
Fraction of it) in D , as B expresses, then must so many times (or such a Part of ) A, as
B expresses, be equal to D . Therefore , whatever be the Rule for finding how oft any
Fraction is contained in another Number , this is certain, that the Quote multiplied into
the Divisor (according to the Rules of Fractions) must produce the Dividend , or its
equivalent ; for it may arise in different Terms , as we shall presently see.
PROBLEM.

To divide one Fraffion by another.

Rule. Reduce both to simple Fractions , then take the Dividend and the Reciprocal
of the Divisor , as Members of a Compound Fraction , and multiply them together ; the
Simple Fraction produced is the Quote sought,- i. e. the Quote is equal to such a Frac¬
tion of the Dividend as the Reciprocal of the Divisor expresses: Or thus, (which is the
some thing) Multiply the Num- - of the Dividend into the Den * of the Divisor , then the
,
Dem of the Dividend into the Num r of the Divisor ; make the first Product the Num'1and the other Dem of a Fraction, and it’s the Quote sought ; which is to be further re¬
duced according to the Circumstances and Sense of the Question.
Exams. 1.
Ex. 3.

Ex. 2 .

T*t ) T^ ( i_y = (J.
i . )_

( aT .

Ex. 4 .

‘

144 = 1-nr =

-| -of | . ) -A -, or

' f -| -

If there is a Fraction any way concerned in either of the Terms , i . e. if either of them
is a whole Number , and the other a Fraction or mix’d, or both mix’d Number, ;, they
come both under the preceding Rule , if the Whole or Mix ’d Number is first reduced to
the Form of a Simple Fraction, (as in the following Examples.) So that when either of
them is a Whole Number , we have no more to do but multiply the Numr or Dem of
die other by it, according as that whole Number is the Dividend or Divisor.
S

Examp.

Division
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Examp. 7.
Ex . 6.

24 ) ;68 £ or

0 \ M f *_4_ — •
0 ' T 9" ' 3 1 1 I

T
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y ?

£ *. 7.

- r I z —. „

H )^

144

or

n
' Mt'

V)V

/ '_ 8_ 3 —

'

7 ?

9 3 4

"‘ f ? '

Observe. The preceding Examples are all in abstract Numbers ; and for the Manage¬
ment of applicate Numbers , where Fractions are concerned , I shall consider them by
themselves , because of some things that require to be particularly explained as to the
Sense and Meaning of Division applied in some Cafes ; but I shall first demonstrate the
preceding General Rule.
Demonst . The Reason of this Rule may be variously deduced thus : (1.) That isthetrue
Quote , which , multiplied by the Divisor , produces the Dividend , (by what’s shewn in the
preceding Gen.Schol.) Now if 7 is divided by

the Quote according to the Rule is

which multiplied by the Divisor ~ ( i. e. take 7 of
the Product is equal to
But this being reduced to lower Terms , viz. by dividing both Num pand Den r by ab,
(or

ba,)

becomes equal to 7 the given Dividend ; therefore ~d is the true Quote.

Or, 2. We may prove it thus: Suppose - -4- 7 — ^ that jS, * ^ contained in 7
r times ; wherefore - times 7 , or 7 ° f f — 7 : But 7 of ~=

of
-

7 , which is

therefore — 7 ; and hence (by Lem. 7 .) 7 — 7 of h , which , according to the Rule , is
the Quote of 7 — 7-

Nov/ , tho’ either of these two is a strict Demonstration of the Rule , yet being deduced
only from the Opposition betwixt Multiplication and Division , it will be useful to see the
Reason and Invention of it more directly and immediately from the Nature of Division
itself. Thus,
q. Let it be required to divide 7 by 7

5., the Quote is

If

we first enquire how oft is

et

contained in

(by Cor.1. Lem. 5. Chap. 1.) But because we ought to enquire, how

oft ~ or 7 of a is contained ; and this must be b times as oft, therefore multiply the
last Quote £ by b, the true Quote is - ( = 7 of s) according to the Rule.
4 . We have yet a more simple View of it, thus : Suppose the Divisor and Dividend have
sol are reduced to) one common Den r, then it’s evident that the Dividend contains the
Divisor as oft, or as many Parts of it, as its Num r does the other ; for having one Den r,
they are in the fame State with respect to one another, as Whole Numbers : So that the
Num r of the Dividend , set fractionally over the Num r of the Divisor , expresses the true
Quote . For it’s evident, that 7 contains 7 as oft as a contains b, since these Numbers
expressUnits of the fame Value . Now , tho’ there is no word in the Rule of reducing to
one Den r, yet the fractional Quote , found by the Rule , is plainly the fame as that now men¬
tioned ; for the Operation is the fame as that by which the Num ” are found, when they
are reduced to a common Deist .

Thus , if 7 and 7 are reduced to a common Deist,
they
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and the Fraction made of their Num " ; i. e. the Number of times
which is the Quote of ~ divided by
is contained in ~ 1 is truly expressed by
according to the Rule.
Corollaries.
If the Divisor and Dividend, being simple Fractions, (or reduced to that State) have a
common Dem, their Quote is the Quote of the Num " taken by the Rule of Division of
whole Numbers . So f ) | ( ’ and \ ) j f( = 2.
II . From the General Rule this plainly follows: That the Reciprocal of any Quote
~
will be the Quote when the Divisor and Dividend are changed. For Example, ~
they are ^ and ^

-- t

and

f == £

z -

Or thus, if ^

z -

5 ' rhen is i of £ = f and z =

~ of ^ therefore y -r- j - — ~ And the fame thing being true in whole Numbers
also, we learn this general Truth , viz. That if any two Numbers are divided, either by
the other, the Quote of the one by the other, is the Reciprocal of the Quote of that
other by the former.
Scholium

.

When the Quote is found , it may be reduced to lower Terms ; but

if you consider the Dividend and the Reciprocal of the Divisor, as Members of a com¬
pound Fraction, (according to the Rule) then you may apply the Directions given in
Schol.4 . Probl. 4. Reduction, for finding the Quote in lower Terms . But the Rules for
tire more useful of these Cases, applied to Division, may be expressed in this manner,
viz.
(1.) If the Num r and Denr of the Dividend are Multiples of the Nutm and Den r of
the Divisor, divide them, and make the first Quote Numr and the other Denr, and that
Fraction is the Quote sought.
Ex amp. ig) s- ^-— -Z-(2.) If the Numr of the Dividend is Multiple of the Num r of the Divisor, but not
the Den« , then take the Quote of the Num " and multiply it into the Fraction made by
setting the Denr of the Divisor over the Denr of the Dividend.
Examp.

f
‘ ) « ( 2Xf =

(3.) If the Denr of the Dividend is Multiple of the Denr of the Divisor, but not the
Num " , then take the Fraction made by setting the Num r of the Dividend over the Numr
of the Divisor, and divide it by the Quote of the Den" ; i. e. multiply its Dem by that
'
Quote .
£ ( 4 -7- 2 — ^ — i ^..
Examp.
(4.) If the Numr of the Dividend is Multiple of the Num ' of the Divisor, and the
Den» of the Divisor Multiple of the Dem of the Dividend, divide the Num " one by the
other , also the Den" , the Product of those Quotes is the Quote sought.
Examp. _37 ) r !L. = 6, for 6 -7- 3 — 2, and 39 -7- 13= 3.
The Reason of all these Rules is contained in what is explained in the place above re¬
ferred to ; and were superfluous to repeat.
For
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For A P P L I C A T E NUMBERS.
There is the fame Variety in Division of Applicate Numbers where Fractions are con¬
sidered, as when all are Whole Numbers . But before we make any Examples of this
kind, it will be proper that we first reflect upon the four different Senses explained in
Division of Whole Numbers , and consider how they are to be applied with Fractions.
First, If the Divisor is a Whole Number , the Dividend being a Fraction either pure
or mixed, the different Senses are Applicable the same way as if the Dividend were also
a Whole Number . For we may enquire, 1. How oft the Divisor is contained in the
Dividend. 2. What Part it is of the Dividend. Or, 3. What Number (Whole or
Fraction ) is contained in the Dividend as oft as the Divisor expresles. Or, 4. What is
that Number which is such a Part of the Dividend as the Divisor denominates. In all
which there is no matter what the Dividend is ; for the Answer of the Question in the
first Sense will answer it in them all; except in the second, when the Divisor is not an
Aliquot Part of the Dividend 3 as has been already expla:ned.
In the next Place, let the Divisor be a Fraction pure or mixed 3 whatever the Dividend
is, the first two Senses are applicable without any Variation : for we may reasonably ask,
1. How oft a Fraction is contained in any Number . Or, 2. What Part it is of any
Number . Observing this, That whether the Divisor is an Integer or Fraction, if it is
not ten.Aliquot Part , yet we may ask what Fraction it is of the other . 3. We may enquire
what is that Number which is contained in the Dividend such a Fraction of a time (i. e.
of which the Dividend contains, or is equal to such a Fraction) as the Divisor expresles.
It is plain, the Quote taken in the first Sense will answer this alsoj because the Quote
which in the first Sense
-r- 4 be =
and' Divisor produce the Dividend. For let
signifies that 4 is contained in 4 , - Parts of a time ; i.

e.

that 4 = 4 of 4 -But

-7

— 7 of ~ , i. e.
(by Cor. I . Probl. 4. of Reduction .) Therefore
4n is the Quote in this third Sense also.
. Wherefore
—
-4 contains
b Parts ofatime
m, 4
d
And this Question applied to a fractional Divisor, is parallel to the third Sense applied to an
Integral Divisor. And to comprehend both without distinguishing, we may ask what is
the Number which is contained in the Dividend so many times, or such a Fraction of a
time as the Divisor expresses.
4. The fourth Sense in Whole Numbers is finding a Number which is such a Part of
the Dividend as the Divisor denominates; which is in effect multiplying by its reciprocal
Fraction ; for it’s plainly taking such a Fraction of the Dividend as the Reciprocal of the
Divisor expresses. So to divide-hy 4, in this Sense, is to take *. And to make a Question
like this with a fractional Divisor, we must seek a Number which is such a Fraction of
the Dividend as the Reciprocal of the Divisor expresses; which is the immediate effect
of the Rule given for finding the Quote in the first Sense: So that it is plain, the Quote
which answers the Question in the first Sense, does so in this Sense also; i- f- is a Num¬
ber which is such a Fraction of the Dividend as the Reciprocal of the Divisor expresses.
This therefore is a general Truth , that whatever the Divisor and Dividend be, the Quote
sound by the general Rule, is such a Fraction of the Dividend as the Reciprocal of the
^
Divisor expresses.
it
But lastly observe, That if a Question is thus proposed, viz. to find ~ P artS of
Divi¬
of
Question
a
as
appear
not
does
so
and
is directly in the Form of Multiplication,
of
sion; nor is it so in any other Sense than as the Answer of it is equal to the Number
times
2

of 7 — 7 of

Division

times that its Reciprocal

is contained in - '• Or,

os
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as it is the Answer

of a Question

of Division made with the Divisor -j in the third Sense.
Now then, as in Division of Applicate Whole Numbers , so here in Fractions there are

but two Cafes : For either,
1. The Divisor and Dividend are both Applicate to the same kind of thing ; and the
Question is always in the first and second Sense: Therefore the Quote is an Abstract
Number . And to find it, you must reduce the given Numbers to one absolute Denomi¬
nation or Integer, and then apply the preceding general Rule. See Exams. 8, 9, xo.
^2 ^ The Dividend is Applicate, and the Divisor Abstract ; then the Question can be
proposed only in the third and fourth Sense. Minding that the fourth Sense is to be
called Division only as it is the Answer of the Question proposed in the third Sense, with
the Reciprocal of the Divisor, See Ex amp. 14, iy , 16. below.
I.

Examples of CASE
Ex.
Ex.

8.

f- = xf ’
1. )> T•.■\/.
- (y—
Or

9. 4../7a ) ~ I.

By Reduction.

4-st ) “4 st { -

^st-

Or, y 7- ) ~

Ex - 10. 3J. I. ) 18 {st.

Ex .

11.

/

)
3 {jb . ) 26 /. Or, y st. M

~ ~

= t 152 ^ .

; 22 ir¬

is either Divisor or Dividend is a mix’d Whole Number of different Species, reduce
both to a Simple Number of the lowest Species; and if there is a Fraction in one or both,
they must also be reduced to one Integer, and that the fame to which the Integral Num¬
bers are reduced; But this wist be best done by reducing to an Improper Fraction, and

then reducing this to the Integer required.
Ex. 12. 4 f st. ) 48 1: iZs . 9d.

Ex.

13 .

64 fA
-

12

By Reduction, iii

d ) iLLL * d ( lilAX

) 38/ . I2fi. 8 ^- d.
By Reduction.
4 SO
) 9272 yd . Or,
Jb.) ±l±l± d. Or, *Jsst . )
37. \yst-

4 6 Z6 r
fi . {
$»

}M { » ;
17000

— S * -T

II.

Examples of CASE

Where the Dividend is Applicate, and the Divisor Abstaff ; i. e. wherein is fought
, is equal
a Number, of which such a Ffaffion or Multiple as the Divisor expresses
to the Dividend.

. ( *. /. = 1 { I. 1=

Examp.

14 . { T) |

Examp.

15. 43 . j 24/ . 16s. 9 d. Or, y

5/ . is . iil ^ d.

/. 6st. 8 &
(
) JLUl d. 1295

“

^=

4 ° ^ - --

If,
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If die Divisor is a Whole Number , you need not always seduce the Dividend when it
is a mixed Number , but carry on the Division by degrees to the lowest Species, where
the Fraction is ; and what is Remainder upon dividing the Integral Part of that Species,
annex to the Fraction, and reduce them to an Improper Fraction, and then divide as is
done in the following Example.
Examp. 16. 4

) 18 /. 13/F 9 \ d.4/(
General

. 13/F 5 ^ d.
Scholium.

As we observed before upon the multiplying by a proper Fraction, that it diminishes the
Number multiplied by it, contrary to the effect of an Integral Multiplier, and to the more
limited Sense of the word Multiplication; so here, to divide by a proper Fraction does al¬
ways quote a Number greater than the Dividend, contrary to what is done with an Inte¬
gral Divisor ; and contrary also to the more strict Sense of the Word Division, which im¬
ports the lessening of a thing : and so the Quote will in some Cafes be a Whole or Mix’d
Number , tho’ the Dividend is a Fraction ; because one Fraction may be equal to another
taken once, twice, or any Number of Times, or Parts over . Now , that the Quote
must be always greater than the Dividend,, is plain from the Rule . For the Divisor being
a Proper Fraction, its Reciprocal is an Improper Fraction greater than Unity, by which
the Dividend is multiplied, which is therefore taken more than once to make the Quote.
Again more particularly, if the Divisor is an Aliquot EraBion, the Operation is in effect
a proper Multiplication; so to divide by
is no other thing than multiplying by 4. And
the Divisor being a Fraction of any other kind, the Operation is mix’d of a proper Mul¬
tiplication and Division-, in which the Multiplication prevails, .if the Divisor is a proper

Fraction ; but the Division prevails, if the Divisor is an improper Fraction. Now , because
the Quote may be in some Cafes greater than the Dividend, we may enquire, How the
name Division came to be applied to an Operation which really increases a Number:
And the Reason of this is probably, (as before we alledged in Multiplication,) the general
likeness in the effect of dividing by a Whole Number and by a Fraction, viz. That the
Quote has the same Relation to the Dividend that Unity has to the Divisor, t. e. that the
Quote contains the same Part or Parts of the Dividend as Unity does of the Divisor. This
is manifest in Whose Numbers ; for if B is divided by A, the Quote is — of B, and 1
is i of A.

In

Fractions the same truth will exactly appear; Thus, set

the

Dividend beD,

(either a Whole Number , or Fraction, ) and the Divisor y ; by the Rule, the Quote is
— ~ of D ; but 1 is also — - of y ; (these being Reciprocals, Cor. Lem. 5.) And
from hence some define Division in this manner, viz. Findinga Number •which(hall have
the siame Relation (as before explained) to the Dividend , as Unity has to the Divisor.-——
But we have also this Difference to observe, in the Definitions which I have applied to
Multiplication and Division : That in Division, the Definition is the same for Fractions and
Whole Numbers without changing one Word , viz. finding how oft the Divisor is con¬
tained in the Dividend. But in Multiplication there is Variety ; for in Whose Numbers it
is repeating the Multiplicand, and taking the Whole of it a Number of Times ; but with
a Fraction it is only taking a Part, or certain Parts of it. Yet this is still true, That the
Operations of Multiplication and Division are reverse to one another ; so that the one
undoes what the other did, whereby they prove one another, And hence we have this
6L-
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GENERAL

C O ROLE
ART, To the Rules of Multiplication and Division,
both by Whole Numbers and Frail ions j viz.

To multiply by any Number , Whole , or Fraction, and to divide by its Reciprocal,
have always the fame effect, or brings out the fame Number , so 8xz — 8 — y
or
generally, Axz » = A -h ~ , each being ( by their proper Rules ) =A » ; or , ~ Xm
=

ea

xB
« =

^

chb eing =

And Ax ~ = A -f- ~ ;

for

each is = —mAlso

x

«» each beinS BV

The last thing I have to observe, is, That some may ask, Why the finding, for Ex:
ample, -g of a thing is not called Division, since -j is found by dividing, (viz. with 3.)
The Answer is plainly this, Dividing by 3 is the lame as multiplying by f . So that to
find | we do multiply according to the Rules of Fractions, which makes the Product a
Fraction ; and when this happens to be an Improper Fraction, (as it is always when the
Dividend is a Whole Number greater than 3) the Division by 3 is only the Reduction of
that Improper Fraction. And for the fame Reason to find \ will also require a Division,
if the Fraction produced be Improper : But to make the Comparison aright, let them
consider the Difference betwixt dividing by 3 and by f ; these cannot have the same Effect.
And if dividing by 3, finds f of the Dividend ; dividing by f does not also find f of it.
Indeed, the finding f is in some sense Division-, but it is not Division by j , but by 3.
Or it is not finding how oft f , but how oft 3 is contained in the Dividend. In the lame
manner, findings is in a senle Division, but it is not Division by f , but by | its Reciprocal;
in the fame manner as j . is found by dividing by 3, the Reciprocal of f. In Ihort, we
must take Multiplication and'Division according to their established Definitions; about which
I have said all that is necessary to make them be clearly understood.

CHAP.

VII.

Of the more special Application of Fra &ions.

I

tions in
also made
to particular
by Examples
in all
in Fractions,
the preceding but Chapter
not Application
only
explained
the general things
Principles
and
Opera¬
the Operations. These Examples are indeed Simple, and but pure Suppositions:
And if we consider that Fractions require more Operation than absolute Numbers , it is
unreasonable to bring them into Business without necessity. It remains then that I make
a few further Reflections, and shew you how they necessarily occur in Business. In the
first place observe, that in what we call mix’d Whole Numbers , the inferiour Species are
indeed Fractions, but such as we may call tacite ones; because their Denominations are
- never express’d, it being thought more convenient to distinguish them by common
Names than by numeral Denominations ; yet these are always understood, and really ap¬
plied in all Operations : And the Rules given about them in the first Book, are either the
very same, or deduced from the general Rules of Fractions explained in this Book; and
so nave the fame effect : For since each of these Rules is demonstrated to be true and
Z
right,
Have
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right, the Effect of each must be the same, when applied to the same things. But I shall
also shew it by a short Comparison, thus:
In Addition, of mix’d Whole Numbers , we add the Numbers of each Species by
themselves without any further preparation, because they are Fractions of the fame In¬
teger, viz. the next higher Species, having all one common Denominator, (or numeral
Relation to the next Species,) which is exactly the Rule of Addition of Fractions ; and
then if the Sum is greater than that Den r, it’s an Improper Fraction ; and accordingly
we do in effect reduce it to an Integral Number of that Species, in the very Addition,
(which is equivalent to dividing it by the common Denr ) leaving the Remainder in the
lowest Species to which it belongs. So Pence are 12 th Parts of a Shilling, and therefore
we carry the Number of 12’s contained in the Sum of Pence to the Shillings; and
so on.
In Subtraclion we do the same in effect as the Rule for Fractions requires; for the like
Species are Fractions having the same Dec , (with respect to the next above,) and when
the Number in the Subtrahend is least, we borrow Unity from the next Species, i. e.
the Den r, (as in Ex amp. 8, 9. Subtraclion of Fruitions.)
In Multiplication, which is but a reiterated Addition, the Comparison is the same as in
Addition, if the Work is performed by beginning at the lower Species, and multiplying
upwards; and if we reduce first the Mix’d Number to a Simple Number of the lowest
Species, then it is a Fraction of the highest, whose Denr is the Relation betwixt the
lowest Species and highest. And this Fraction is multiplied by multiplying its Nurr,r,
(/ . e. the Number

produced

by the Reduction,

) and the Product makes an Improper

Fraction ; the Reduction of it being nothing else but finding its equivalent Mix’d Num¬
ber, and again reducing the Integral Part to the higher Species.
In Division, if the Dividend is a Mix’d Whole Number , and the Divisor a simple Ab¬
stract Number , the Comparison is the same as in Multiplication, if we take the Method
of reducing the mix’d Number to the lowest Species; and if we divide from the highest
Species gradually, then it is the same as if we express’d each Species as a Fraction of the
next above it, and divided each Member by itself. Again, if the Divisor and Dividend
are both Applicate, whether both are mix’d, or only one, the Reduction of both to the
same lowest Species, is making them both Fractions of the highest Species and of one
Denr, (viz. the Relation betwixt the highest and lowest,) and then dividing their Num ” ,
which is according to the Rule of Fractions.
But again, as in Whole Mix’d Numbers each Species has a Relation to all the rest,
so the several Members of a Mix’d Whole Number may be expressed as Fractions of the
highest Species; and then if these are all added together, they will make with the Number
of the highest Species, a Mix’d Fractional Number . For Example, 8 I. 6fh. 4R is equal
/- and this reduced, is equal to /. 8543- And when several Mix’d
I : -f to I-8
Numbers of one kind are thus express’d, the Addition or Subtraction by the Rules;of
Fractions, will bring out for the Sum or Remainder, a Number equal to what will arise
from expressing the Sum or Remainder got by the common Rules, in the fame fractional
manner with respect to the highest. And the same thing will hold for the Products and
Quotes in Multiplication and Division; for if this were not true, either the Rules given for
fractional Operations, or those for Whole Mix’d Numbers must be false. But each of
these are demonstrated to be true.
But again, Observe, that the common Rules for Mix’d Whole Numbers do make easier
and distincter Work than what would happen by that way of expressing the inferiour Spe¬
cies, except upon certain Suppositions of their mutual Relations, as we shall immediately
explain. But keeping to the common Subdivisions at present instituted, it is better to
express them as Mix’d Whole Numbers , and use the Rules given about these in the first
Book, and never bring in Fractions when they can be avoided : But this cannot always
be done ; for since Fractions necessarily arise from Imperfect Division, therefore they

will
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will unavoidably happen upon the Division of Numbers of any lowest Species, or of things
for which no inferiour Species are instituted.
Now , tho5the Operations with Mix’d Whole Numbers , according to the present Sub¬
divisions, are easier than what would be if the Numbers of their inferiour Species were

exprefs’d fractionally, and the general Method of Fractions applied; yet there' is a Sup¬
position in the Subdivision Of Quantitys, i. e. a certain Species of Fractions, accordingto
which the Division being made, it would be more easy and convenient to express the
lesser always as Fractions of the greater : and that Species is the Decimal FraBion already
mentioned ; whose Principles and Operations I shall first explain, and then more particularly
their Use and Application.

CHAP
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Fractions.

§. 1. T> E F I N IT I O N.

Parts
,

making
of the any
we suppose
Whole
Parts ^into
Integer ioodivided
and io
each of the
and last
eachParts
of again
into to
these
again
intoParts,
ma¬
ioParts,
king of the Whole 1000, and so on : these Parts are called Decimal Farts ; and any
Number of them is called a Decimal Frail ion: Whose Definition is therefore this, viz.
a Fraction whose Den r is io , or 10X io , or 10X iox io , <
& c. i. e. xo, or ioo , or
1000 , (fye. ,

'

Examp.

-j-g., -s-so -y t4

T'

"5"o > & c'

It is plain therefore that the Den r of any Decimal Frail ion is i , with one or more o’s
on the Right-hand of it. And in this lies the essential Difference betwixt Decimal

Frail ions and all others .

But there is also another

Difference , which is in the Notation

them : For tho5they may be written in the Vulgar Form , yet from this
of
the Denr, we have a Method of Notation different from and easier than theProperty
General or
Common Way used in the preceding Chapters. And hence also we have Operations as
Simple and Easy as those of Whole Numbers.
of

§.

2.

Notation

^/Decimals.

TH
ENumerator Denominator' ofa
FraBion
, whether Proper Impro¬
per, being known, write first down the Num *', then consider how many Cyphers,
and

Decimal

or

or o’s belong to the Deni-j and beginning at the Right -hand or Place of Units of the
Num *, reckon towards' the Left-hand one Figure or Place for every o in the Denr. And
if there affe not as many, supply the Defect with o’s, set on the Left-hand ; and set before
them a Point, (representing the x belonging to the Denr) called the Decimal Point ; which
is therefore the Mark of a Decimal FraBion : As
in the following Examples, written both
iii the- Vulgar and Decimal Form.

2.

Of Decimal Fra&ions. Book
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Examp . 1.4 - . is .3
Exams. 4 .

Exams. 2.
is .0028

TVV is -24 *

Examp. 5.

± £ is 4 .6

£ * WA 3-

Trans-

Examp. 6.

xW

is0426
is 34 -67

This Notation is arbitrary, and requires no Demonstration, but only to shew that the
Num 1 and Dem are thus distinctly marked, tho’not altogether separated from one another:
And this is very obvious ; for the Num r is completely expresled, (what Cyphers are in
some Cafes, set on the Left-hand of it, changing nothing of its Value,) and because the
Den' consists of a Number of o’s on the Right-hand of i , we want only to know how
many are of these o’s : and this we know by numbering the Places that stand on the Righthand of the Point . Therefore
To read a Decimal which is written in its proper Form ;

Take the whole Rank of Figures, which together make one Number , (/'. e. the whole
Rank excluding the o’s that stand on the left of all) for the Num ' ; and for the Denr, rec¬
kon as many o’s as there are Figures before the Point on the Right-hand. So .057 is
and .004607 is
Schol . The fame Vrohlems and Fides of Fe dud ion belong to Decimals as to any other
Fractions, which need not be repeated. There are only these few particular things to be
remarked, which are consequences of the Nature and Notation of Decimals, and the
general Rules of Redudion of Fr ad ions already explained; and which will serve as Prin¬
ciples for the Demonstration of the following Rules of OperationCOROLLARIES.

1. A proper Fraction in Decimals can have no Figures standing on the Left -hand of
the Point, but all upon the Right ; for the Der.r must . necessarily have more Places than
the Nun :' , and so the Point must fall without them on the Left-hand : And an Improper
one must have Figures on both hands of the Point ; for because the Den' cannot have
more Places than the Num ' , therefore the Point cannot fall without. Examp. .046, is
Proper ; and 4-62, is Improper.
2. Amix’d Decimal Number and its equivalent Improper Fraction have the fame No¬
tation in Decimal Form , and therefore require no Operation to reduce them ; and so the
+ 1^ have
=
7 34
Distinction can only be made in the reading them. For Example, VV»

the fame Decimal Notation , viss. 34.67. For this is the Reduction of the improper
Fraction, by the General Rule ; and it is plain the mix’d Number can have no other
Notation , except that a Mark of Addition may be put betwixt the Integers and Fraction
thus, 344 - -67. But this Mark is superfluous. Hence any Decimal Expression, where
there are Figures standing on the Left-hand of the Point, may be read either as an Impro-

whole
taking
, for theImproper
; thus
’dNumber
Mix
, ora (without
KankFraction
as
Dei / reckon
and for,the
Num ' , Fraction
Point)
minding the
it stands
:r

as

as

an

the

many Cyphers as stand on the right of the Point ; or as a Mix’d Number , by taking all
the Figures on the left of the Point as a Whole Number , and those on the right as a
or 234 -s- i SaDecimal Fraction . So this other Example, 234.08, is either
but o’s after the
Figures,
no
are
there
wherein
Expressions
all
that
,
3. It is manifest
Point, are pure Whole Numbers composed of the Figures standing before the Point.
So 34.00 is— 34. Vet such Expressions are equal to, and may be read as an improper
Decimal Enaction, whereof the Num ' is all the Rank of Figures on each side the Point,
which,
and the Den' has as many o’s as stand after the Point ; so the preceding is
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according to the Decimal Notation is 34.00. Wherefore a Whole Number is expressed
in Decimal Form by setting any Number of o’s after it, and a Point between ; which is
to be read as a Fraction in the manner explained.
4. Cyphers standing in Places next the Right-hand of a Decimal, make the Fraction
the same as if they were not there ; so .3400 = .34. Because these Cyphers being rec¬
koned both to the Num * and Den*, if they are taken away, do equally divide both ; so
divide both Terms by 100, (or take two Cyphers from each) it
.3400 being
.34
or
yhV)
is
5. Two Decimal Fractions having the lame Number of Figures on the right of the
Point , have the fame common Denr ; so .34 and .06 have the fame Den*, viz. 100.
Hence two Or more Decimals are reduced to one Den* by adding as many Cy pliers on the
right of those that have fewer Places, till they have all an equal Number of Places. So
these, .4, .25, .067, are equal to, .400, .250, .067 ; having a common Den* xooo.
6. Every proper Decimal Fraction is equal to the Sum of so many lesser ones, whoso
Nutr .' s are the several significant Figures of the given Num *, their Den« having as many
o’s as there are Places from the Point to that Figure. For Examp. 1 . .34 = .3 -(- .04,
for .3 — .30, which has the fame Den* with .04 ; and therefore that Sum is .34. Ex . 2,
.04608= .04 -j- .006 -}- .00008

(^ Decimals.

Addition
rule.

Whole
, order that the Decimal
’dDecimals
W Numbers , write them down under onemix
in such
another
Hether

the

Numbers

given

are

pure

or

or

some

of

them

Points stand all ip a Column, and the Figures all in distinct Columns, in order as they
are removed from the Point either on the Right or Left-hand ; then beginning at the
Column on the Right-hand, add the Figures in every Column together, and carry forward
1 for every 10 in the Sum, as in Whole Numbers ; placing a Point in the Sum under
the Points of the given Numbers.
Examp. l*

Examp. 2.

Examp. 3;

.24
*378
■057
-9356
.6827
2.2'.)3 3

.004
•9
.4067
.08
-235
16257

36.24
450 .058
378.62
8923.9
42 .007
9830.825

If some of the Numbers given are Whole Numbers without a Fraction, the Work is
the fame, setting these Whole Numbers on the lest of the Column of Points; and if the
Sum of the first Column in the decimal Part is a Number of io ’s, the o need not be
written down, but proceed ; and do the fame, if the Figure to be set down in the next
Column happens also to be o. But mind that after a significant Figure comes in the Sum,
such o’s belonging to the following Columns must not be neglected.

T z

Examp.
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Exatxj>. 6.
67 .004
8.206
.018

5.
.456
.08
7.604
%
478 .26
.8

Exams. 4.

Exrtmp-

468.
24.06
48.724
2370.
8.4
2.919.184

4
.28

.

75-90.8 ,

517.2

set on the Right-hand of the De¬
ail an equal Number of Figures
have
they
till
added,
cimal Point in each of the Numbers
after the Point, they are thereby reduced to Fractions (Proper or Improper ) having a
common Denr, (Coral 5 .) and the Sum of the Nuffits is the Num * of the Sum (ought to
be applied to that common Den r ; but these o’s adding nothing to the Sum, need not be
; and by setting
filed up, and therefore the Sum of the Nun' 3is truly found by the Rule
a Point in the Sum under the Column of Points in the Numbers added, the common
Den r is right applied, therefore the Rule is good.
Or we may deduce the Reason of this Rule thus : All the Figures of the fractional
Parts standing in one Column* are Num rs of Fractions having the fame common Denr,
(by Carol. 6 .) and from the nature of a Decimal Dem , each 10 in the Sum of any Co¬
lumn is equal to a Fraction whose Nutr .r is 1, the Denr having one o less than the Denr
= .01. Therefore it is plain, that adding and carrying
.
of the Column added3 i. e.010
according to the Rule, gives the true Sum.
Columns
several
the
from
10
of every

Demonst

. If you conceive as manyo’s to be

S c h o L- In Applhate Numbers, the Decimals thus added must all refer to one In¬
teger, or be reduced to that state ; and in doing this, reduce always the higher Species
to the lower, by multiplying the Numerator , or the lower to a higher by dividing the
Num r, if it can be done3 and either way the Fraction found will be a Decimal . But if
you reduce any other way, the Fraction will not always be a Decimal. Examp.6 . Yards
f - .02 yd. But if
-j- .08 Quarters, are, by Reduction, .24 qr -f- -08 qr. Or, .6 y*1of a Yard, it will
Fraction
a
to
this
reduce
you
if
then
instead of .08 qr, you put .07 qr.
not be a Decimal ; for it can only be made 4^ Yards. And therefore reducing the Higher
Denomination to the Lower is the General Rule that will keep the Expression'in Decimals..
But such Examples seldom occur 3 as we shall see afterwards in explaining the Use of Decimals.

4.

ion

Subtract

of Decimals.

rule.

,
Addition

O tract

then sub¬
in
the fame way as directed
of the Subtractor from what stands over it
Figure
in the Subtrahend, (supposingo to stand where there is no Figure in that Place of the
Subtrahend ;) -and set a Point in the Remainder, in the same Column tyith the Points of
the given Numbers ; and when o!s M next the Right-hand of the Remainder, they peed
not be set down.
the Subtrahend and Subtractor
Rder as
in Whole Numbers , every

Ex . 1.

.84
.32

Ex . 2. 68.28
24 .057

' .52

44 .223

Ex . 3. 48.
986
38 -14

Ex . 4. 478.
477 -v6 3

Ex
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Exams. 5 .

82.0542
29.7552
52.308

Ex.

6 . 234.07s
ih -94 r6.
150.135

Ex.

7 . 28.24
12.24

The Demonstration os this Rule stands upon the same Principles as that for Addition.
The same Scholium is also applicable here, which was made after Addition.
§.

j .

Multiplication

^/Decimals.
RULE.

T AKE
Numbers proposed
(r. the
Figures
each
) Whole Num¬
bers, and multiply them one by the other as such, neglecting the o’s that stand next
the

e.

Rank

of

in

as

the Left-hand, as useless in the Multiplication 3 then take the Number of Places or Fi¬
gures, whatever they are, that stand after the Point, both in the Multiplier and Multipli¬
cand, and numbering as many Places from the Right-hand of the Product , set a Point
before them 3 and if there are not as many, supply the Defect with Cyphers, and you have
-the Product duly expressed3 which, according to the Circumstances of the Factors, may
be either a Pure Fraction, (Exam] . 1 , 2, 3.) or a Mix’d one, (Exam] . 4 , 5, 5.) or a
Whole Number , (Exam] . 7 .)
2.
42 . 78
.00094
171x2
38502
,6:102132
Ex.

Exam] , i.
-46
.28
368
92
.1288

5,
723.246
48 .003
2 169 738
5785 968
28929 84.
24-717-97'? 778
Ex.

4.
6.08
■47
4256“
2432
2.8576

3.
.000486
.024
1944
972
.00001x664

Ex.

Ex-

Ex . 6.
578.32
64
231328
346992
37012.48

7.
456
2.75
22 80
3192
912
1254.00

Ex.

DeMonst
. The Reason of this Rule is obvious 3 for if you conceive the two given
Numbers as Fractions, Proper or Improper , the Work of the Rule is plainly multiplying
their Num ” together, [which are the Rank of Figures proposed, taken as whole Num¬
bers 3] and applying to the Product a Decimal Denr, equal to the Product of the given
Den ” : [Which is done by taking as many Places from the Product of the Num r for
Decimal Places, as there are in the Deri” of both the Factors 3 for the Sum of these is
the Number of Places in the Product .] And this Fraction is the Product sought, by the
general Rule of multiplying Fractions, (Chap. 5 .)
S chol , To multiply any Decimal (Pure or Mix’d) by 10, or 100, & (. (i. e.-any
Number expressed by i , with o’s after it,) it is plain we have no more to do, but re¬
move the Point as many Places towards the Right-hand, as there are o’s in the Multi¬
plier 3 and then, if all happen to be o’s on the Left, they are ufelels and to be neglected.
Exam] ,
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Examp. i. 46X10 — 46

Ex . 2. .004x100 — 4

Ex.

Book 2.

3 . 82.0375X 100= 8203.75

It is plain that this has the some Effect as the preceding Rule ; according to which we
should set as many o’s after the Multiplicand as there are in the Multiplier; and then
taking from the Product as many Decimal Places as are in the Multiplicands (for we how
suppose none in the Multiplier) the Point will be removed as many Places to the Right,
as the Number of o’s annex’d ; and these being superfluous on the Right of a Decimal,
need not be set down. But if there are not as many Places after the Point, the Defect
must besupply’d with o’s, and the Product will be a Whole Number . 804 .6 X 100 = 460.
Or the Reason of this Practice is also clear by considering, that by setting the Point a
Place nearer the Right , every Figure is thereby 10 times the Value it was ; and conse¬
quently, so is the whole.
Move to Contract

Multiplication.

When , betwixt the Multiplicand and Multiplier, there are more decimal Places than
We incline to have in the Product , then we may find the Product true to as many deci¬
mal Places as we please, (or very nearly true) without producing all the rest of the Figures,
Which will in many Cafes make a great Abridgement of the Work . For which take this
Rule. Consider how many decimal Places you would have in the Product ; set the Figure

in Unit ’s Place (viz. of Integers) of the Multiplier, under that decimal Figure of the
Multiplicand, whose Denr is what you would have in the Product, (i. e. under the 1" ,
ad, or 3d, <
& c. Place after the Point, if you would have only one, two, or three decimal
Places in the Product .) Then set the other Figures of the Multiplier in the reverse Order
from that ; and multiply by every Figure in the Multiplier : In doing which, begin only
at the Figure of the Multiplicand, under which the multiplying Figure stands, neglecting
all towards the Right . But at the some time consider what would have been carried from
the Product of the preceding Figures on the Right, (which will be found in most Cases
by multiplying the two next. preceding Figures) that it may be added to the Product
which is first written down. Again, Let all the partial Products be set under one ano¬
ther , so as the first Figures in each stand in one Column, and the rest in the some Order.
Lastly,

In adding these partial Products together , you must judge as near as you cart

what would have been carried from the preceding Columns, if we had neglected none of
the Figures of the Multiplicand; so as to add that to the first Column written down. See
the following Examples.
Examp. To multiply 47 .32685 by 8.463, and

Product.

Operation at large.
47.32 685
8.4.63
141 98 055
2839 6110
18 930 74 0
37861480
400 .527 13 155

Abridged.
47.32685
3 64.8
3786x4
18 93 0
2839
14 1
400 .^2 7

As the Allowance for
what may be carried from
the Columns neglected is al¬
together a Guels, we may
very often make the Pro¬
duct less than it ought to
be, by 1 or 2 in the last
Place ; which can scarcely
be help’d otherwise than by making one or two more Columns than the Number of De¬
cimal Places you would have in the Product , and then you may cut off the two last
Places from the Product.
Examp',
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Examp. 2 . To multiply 463 .25639 by 67 .864 , so as two Places of Decimals shall be
in the Product.

true

In this Example I
have set the 7 which is
in the Unit ’s Place of
the Multiplier under the
3d decimal Place of the
Multiplicand, tho’ I
wanted only two Places
in the Product , that
by that other Place, the
two first Places may be
true.

Abridged.
463.25639
468 .76
277953 83
3242794
37 0 605
27795
1 873
314-38 -43

Operation at large.
463.25 639
67.864
1 853 02 556
27 795 38 34*370 605 11 2
324279473
27795 3834
31438.431 65 096

Observe , If there be not as many decimal Places in the Multiplicand as are wanted in

the Product , you must supply them with o’s. As if in the preceding Example the Mul¬
tiplicand were 463256.39 and I wanted four decimal Places in the Product , then I write
the Multiplicand thus : 463256:3900 (or with one o more ) and set the 7 of the Multi¬
plier under the last o.

Again -, If the Multiplier is all a decimal Fraction , imagine a o in the Unit ’s Place,
and set the other Figures in order from that on the Left.
For the Reason of this Practice it is seen in the Comparison of the Work at large and
abridged, which you see is but the former reversed.
§.

6,

Decimals.

Division
rule.

a Number as
,i. such
T AKERank of Figures would make, withoutNumbers
regard to the Point ; ( which View o’s
the

the

Numbers

proposed

as

Whole

e.

Whole
in

next the Left-hand will be altogether useless) and as such, divide the one by the other.
If there is a Remainder , which is necestarily lest than the Divisor, set a Cypher after it,
and then divide again : But when the Remainder, with one o added, makes a Number
lest than the Divisor, set o .in the Quote, and add another o ; and so on, till the Re¬
mainder, with the o’s added, make a Number greater than, (or equal to) the Divisor.
And thus continue, adding Cyphers to the Remainder, and dividing, till there be no Re¬
mainder. But as this will not happen in every Cafe, the Division is to be thus carried on
to a greater or lesser Number of Figures, according as the Circumstances of the Question
require, as shall be further explained in the use of Decimals. Observe also, that if at the
beginning of the Work , the Dividend makes a lesler Number than the Divisor, when
both are considered as Whole Numbers , then set as many o’s after it, till it be greater
than (or equal to) the Divisor ; and then begin the Division, proceeding with the Re¬
mainders, as before directed.
When the Division is finished, or carried on as far as you think fit, the Quote must be
qualify’d in this manner ; viz. Consider how many Decimal Places (or Figures after the Point
on the Right-hand) there are in the Divisor, and also in the Dividend ; (among which last are
to be reckoned all the o’s added to the Dividend, and to the Remainders : and if the Dividend
is aWhole Number , the o’s added are reckoned the Decimal Places of it.) Then , 1. If the
Number is equal in both, the Quote is aWhole Number , (Ex. 1.) 2. If the Number in the
Dividend is greatest, take the Difference, and separate as many for Decimal Places from
the Right of the Quote, (supplying the Defect with o’s) by a Point set before them ; and
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then the Quote becomes either a Proper Trattwn or Improper, i. e. a Mix’d Number.

(Examp. 2,3 , dhr.) 3. If the Number in the Divisor is greatest, take she Difference , and'
set as many o’s after the Quote , and take all for a Whole Number . {Examp. 7,8 .)
Ex. 2.

Examp. 1.

.004) .128 (32
12
008

,32) .172 (.475
128
240

8

224

160
160

O

OOO

Ex. 3.

■
.64) .8476 (1.3243
64

Ex. 4.

2.7) 109.33 (40.5
108

207

192
136
128
280
2s6

OOO

102
Rem . 4.8
Ex. 5,

.8) 2.04 (2.5;
16
44
40

40
40
00

Ex. 6 .

4.6) .028 (
or
4.6) .0280 (6086
276 True Quote,
400
.006086
368
320
276
Rem. 44

Ex. 8.

Ex. 7.

.024) .48 (20

.567) 2721.8 (4800
2268
4518

4536
Rem .
2
*

Of Valuing the Remainder, and cotnpleating the Quote.

There remain yet, as a Part of this Rule, some further Considerations about the Re¬
mainder and Cotnpleating of the Quote. For tho’ in the Application and Use of Deci¬
mals, as we shall afterwards learn, the Remainder is neglected, yet what I am now to
add, is not only fit to be known as a Part of the Theory , but necessary for our judging
aright how far the Division ought to be carried on in different Cafes, that the Defect of
the Quote, arising from the Neglect of the Remainder, may not be too great. For this
is certain, that where there is a Remainder the Division is not perfect ; so that the Quote
found, and qualify’d by the preceding Rule, will be deficient of the eompleat Quote;
and this Deficiency depending on the true Value of the Remainder, we shall first see how
that is to be found, and then what is to be added to the Quote already found, to make
the eompleat Quote.
1. The Remainder is to be valued thus : Make it the N umr of a Fraction, whose Den*
is that of the [Dividend, (taking in all the Cyphers added in the Operation .) So it*

Ex. 3. the Remainder in its true Value is .000048 ; in Ex. 6. it is .0000044 , and in1
Ex. 8- it is .2.
2. If you demand the eompleat Quote, (when there is a Remainder ) i. e. which mul¬
tiplied by the Divisor will produce the Dividend (respecting their true Values) you may
find it by the general Rule in Chap. 6. But if you would keep the Quote already found
as one distinct Part, and would know what is to be added to it that the Sum may be the
eompleat Quote ; then take the Remainder in its true Value (as above,) and divide it by

1

the

Chap. 8.
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the Divisor taken also in its true Value, by the Rule of Chap. 6. and that Quote is the
thing sought. Or thus : First make a Fraction of the Remainder and Divisor (as Whole
Numbers , without respecting their true Value) and then set as many o’s after the Den r as
the Decimal Places of the Dividend exceed in number those of the Divisor3 or if those
in the Divisor be most, set as many Cyphers as the Difference after the Num/ : But if
they are equal in Number , you have nothing more to do. And thus you have the thing
sought, which will be the same as that found by the Rule of Chap. 6. only in lower
Terms , as will easily appear by comparing them.
Ex . 6. it is .006086 4
;
Thus in Ex. 3. the complect Quote is 1.324.3 4 in
, where I have
See also the following Examples
Wo aboeo> iu Ex. 8. it is 4.800 -fonly written down the Quotes without the Operation.
Ohserve again, that this additional Member
to the Quote will always be a proper Fraction,
when the Number of Decimal Places in the
Dividend is equal to, or greater than that in
Ex. 10. .0432) 344-8 (79004 - ' 114°
the Divisor ; for the Remainder which is the
Nun/ , is less than the Divisor which is the
.Ex. 11. .008) 2.68 (330 -4 VDer/ , and the o’s are added to the Den r : But
if it’s less, then it will be an improper Fraction
Ex. 12, .08) 2742 (342 oo 4 *I~in some Cafes, (Ex. io , n , 12.) which shews,
that the Division being carried further on, the integral Number of the Quote would be¬
come greater 3 and particularly if you reduce that improper Fraction, then, as many Fi¬
gures as its equivalent Whole Number contains, after so many more Steps in the Divi¬
sion, the Quote would have in it all the whole Number that can possibly belong to it, so
that the additional Member will be after that a proper Fraction : So in Ex. 10. the compleat Quote being 79004 ‘III 0! and this Fraction being — 37// , makes the compleat
Quote 793f/A - Again, if the additional Member is an improper Fraction, equal to some
whole Number , it shews, that after so many more Steps as that Whole Number has Fi¬
gures, the Division would have been perfect without a Remainder. So in Ex. u . the
additional Number of the Quote is\ ° = 5, and the compleat Quote is 3353 and in Ex . 12.
85 , making the compleat Quote 34275.
the additional Member is 6<>0=
Wherefore , that the additional Member of the Quote may be always a proper Fraction,
(and so the first Part never want an Unit of the compleat Quote ) carry on the Division
till the Number of Decimal Places in the Dividend are equal to, or greater than that in
the Divisor 3 unless the Division is finifh’d without a Remainder before you come to
3
that3 for then the Quote found, and qualifyd according to the Rule, is compleat.

Examp. 9.

.23) 46.8 (187 4 tV-

Demonstration

of the preceding

Rule.

The Divisor and Dividend being considered as Whole Numbers in the Operation, and
the o’s added to the Dividend and Remainder as belonging to the Dividend,- then the'
Quote being found by the Rule of Whole Numbers , all we have to account for, is the.
mialifying of the Quote and Remainder, and the additional Member for compleatiiig the
Quote . The Reason of which will easily appear, by comparing it with Multiplication. ' *
We shall first suppose there is no Remainder, and then the Product of the Quote and
Divisor is equal to the Dividend 3 but the decimal Places of any Product are equal to the
Sum of the decimal Places in the Multiplier and Multiplicand : So the Number of decimal
Places of the one Factor is the Difference of the Number in the Product , and in the
other Factor, i. e. the Number of decimal Places in the Quote, must be equal to the
Difference of the' Numbers in the Dividend and Divisor, when the Numlser in-the Di¬
vidend is greater, or equal to the Number in the Divisor, (which accounts for these two
Case?,
*U

*146
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Cases, fee Exarnp. i , 2, 3.) Again, When the Number of decimal-Places in the Divisor
is greater than in the Dividend, then the Quote found (without any Qualification) being
multiplied into the Divisor, there would be more decimal Places in the Product than in
the Dividend ; wherefore that is not the true Quote : But now let as many integral Places
of o’s as the Difference of the Number of Places in the Divisor and Dividend, be .anftex'd to the Quote ; and this multiplied into the Divisor, there will be the fame Numbeb
of decimal Places in the Product as before. But as many of these Places next the Right,
as the foresaid Difference of decimal Places in the Divisor and Dividend, being o’s, be¬
cause of the o’s annex’d to die Quote, they don’t increase the decimal Part ; and there¬
fore being cut away from the Product , they leave no more decimal Places in the Product
than in the Dividend, the Product being the- very same Rank of Figures: therefore the
Quote is truly qualify’d. So if 48 is divided by 24, the Quote is 2 ; but if the given
Numbers are .024 and .48, the Quote must be 20, for .024x2 = .048, which makes
one more decimal Place in the Product than in the Dividend ; therefore that is not the
true Quote ; but reckoning this 20, the Product is .480 = .48
In the next place, suppose there is aRemainder ; then , 'that the Quote and-Remainder
are duly qualify’d by the Rule, will easily appear thus : The Product of the Quote and
Divisor is equal to the Dividend, after the Remainder is subtracted out of it, (taking them
all as Whole Numbers ; ) therefore the Remainder added to that Product , makes the Di¬
vidend. But now the Quote being qualify’d, as in the Rule, (i. e. with regard,to the
number of decimal Places in the Dividend and Divisor) the Product must necessarily
have as many decimal Places as the Dividend, otherways the Quote (which is qualify’d
with a Regard to the decimal Places of the Dividend) would not be the true Quote out
of that Product ; which shews the Reason of tire Rule for qualifying the Quote in this
Case. Then for the Value of the Remainder , it’s plain its Figures must be of the fame
Value with tire Places of the Dividend of which it’s the Remainder,which are tire last Places
on the Right-hand : Or also thus ; That the Remainder added to the Product of the Di¬
visor and Quote (in their true Values) may make up the Dividend, it’s evident -k must be
of the fame Value with the Places of the Dividend to which it's added; and these are the
last Places on the Right-hand, which make the Num r of a Fraction, whose DeiV is-that
of the Dividend ; wherefore the Remainder must be so also, (which, according to dif¬
ferent Circumstance , will be a Whole Number , or a Fraction, or Mix’d.)
Another Demonstration.

The Demonstration of all that relates to this Rule , (viz. for both Members of the Com-pleat Quote when there is a Remainder) nray also be easily deduced frdm the 'General
Rule in Chap. 6. and shewn to be the fame. Thus, When the Division is finished, or
you have put a Stop to it, consider the Dividend and Divisor as Fractions, Proper or
Improper, as they happen (reckoning always the o’s, added to the Dividend and Remain¬
ders, to belong both to theNum r andDen r of the Dividend.) And let i be the Divisor
and ~ the Dividend, (wherein the n and m are both decimal Den rs, or the one of them
such, and the other 1, as happens when there is no decimal Place in that Term , but all
a Whose Number .) Then by the General Rule, the compleat Quote of £■divided by
is

equal to ~ X

Now -

Quote of the two Num" , which if it's a Whole
Number (thereb eing no Remainder) call it y, and if there is a Remainder, let it ber.
then is «- = 1the
+ - (
very thing found by the Rule of Division of Decimals : ) But
this
is the
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this must be multiplied by
both Parts, y, and “ if there is a Remainder ; which
is the fame very thing in estect that this Rule directs to be done, for qualifying the Quote
first found, and then cotnpleating it. For it’s plain, if n = m (i. e. if the decimal Places
in the Divisor and Dividend are equal in number ) the Quote found is not thereby aL
ter’d, and therefore
Ms the compleat Quote.
Again, Suppose n and in unequal, then by cutting awav an equal Number of o’s from
n and mx they are equally divided. Now therefore if mthe
"(
Dem of the Dividend) has
more o’s than nthe
(
Den r of the Divisor) the Fraction ~ is equal to a Fraction whose
Num r is i , and its Den r a decimal one, having as many o’s as the Difference of the Num¬
ber of o’s in n and m. For 'Exams.jt~ =
| _ — _i _ But to multiply by such a Frac¬
tion, is to divide by its Denr ; that -is, plainly to divide q -\ - ~ the
(
Number found by
the Operation) bv a decimal Dem , having as many o’s as the decimal Places of the Di¬
vidend exceed' in Number those of the Divisor. And this Division is done by setting
off"so many decimal Places in the Part y ; and in the Part
by setting as many o’s after
the Der/ a> which A the id Cafe in the Rule.
. Again->let n be greater than mx then is ~ equal to a Whole Number consisting of i,
and after it as many o’s as those in * exceed those in m. Examp. ~

— I00

But f ' -f - f is to; be multiplied by this ; which is done by setting as many integral
Places of o’s both after y, and after r, as there are in ~ so reduced; i. e. as the decimal
Places of the Divisor exceed in Number those of the Dividend. Which is the last Cafe
of the Rule.
We have here demonstrated the Reason for qualifying the Quote, and cotnpleating it;
but have not considered the true Value of the Remainder by itself, which is that in which
it must be added to the Product of the Divisor aud Quote , taken in their true Values to
make up the Dividend, (according to its true Value.) But this m done in the former
Demonstration.

Of the Ufe and Application of Decimal
t‘

WE
a more
have

already

observed
,
great
'
that

the

Benefit prqposcd

Fractions.
by

Decimal

Fractions
,is

simple and ease Operation than what Vulgar Fractions, taken either in their
proper Form , or as mix’d Integers, do require. We mall consider how the Application
is made fpr answering that End, and how .far it ’s a real Advantage..
" 'In the first ' place, this 'se very evident, that if instead of the Subdivision of Coups,
Weights and Measures, (and other kind of Quantities useful in Society) which now obtain,
there Were one standard 'superior Species, and all the Subdivisions were ,Decimals, whe¬
ther the several Parts seere also distinguished by Names , or only by their decimal Deno¬

minations, it,were the lame thing to the,purpose ; then the Common Operations would
be as simple and easy as Whole Numbers . The Rules and Reasons of which are, I hope,
compleatly explained in the preceding Part . But supposing this were so, yet either we
conffl not entirely avoid the Consideration of Vulgar Fractions, or we must admit of some
* U 1 In.
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Inaccuracies in Calculations, which are unavoidable with Decimals ; and which will be of
more or less Consequence in different Circumstances. For we have seen that Decimals
will have Remainders (because every Number is not an Aliquot Part of every other)
and then the Quote is not compleat without bringing in a Vulgar Fraction,- and therefore
if we take the Quote without this Correction , it’s less than just according to the Value of
the Remainder , or rather the Value of the Vulgar Fraction that’s necessary to compleat
it. Now , if the Number found by this Division is the final Answer of a Question, which
fc to be applied in no further Calculation, then if it is brought so low as to be less than
any Quantity of that kind that is used, (for Example, the smallest real Coin or Weight , frc.
that has any Name or distinct Being in Society) then the Defect is not to be complained
of ; because if you do compleat the Quote, the additional Part is of no use : But if a
Quote is to be further employ’d in Calculation, especially if it’s to be multiplied, the De¬
fers may become considerablej and it will be the more so, as the Multiplier is greater,
and also according to the Value of the Integer. Now the only Remedy for this, while
we use none but decimal Fractions, is to bring the Division very low ,• i. e. carry it on till the
Der.r be very large, and consequently what is deficient be very little : and this is to be
regulated according to the Circumstances above-mentioned ; for which you’ll find more
particular Rules afterwards. But then this Inconveniency will frequently happen. That
by this means we shall have very large Numbers to work with, which will prove more
troublesome than the Method of Vulgar Fractions. These things we shall find more par¬
ticularly exemplify’d afterwards.
j4gain, Tho ’ decimal Subdivisions are not in common use, yet they may be applied

by a Reduction of the common Species to Decimals, and these back again to the other r
I shall therefore explain this Reduction , and then by particular Examples shew the Ap¬
plication,' with such Remarks as may give a general View of the Conveniences and In¬
conveniences of Decimals, and consequently help to judge where they are preferable or
not to the common Method.
PROBLEM

I.

To reduce a Vulgar EraHion to a Decimal.

Rule. To the I^ um1- of the given Fraction add one or more o’s, as Decimal Places,,
till it be greater than (or equal to) its Denr ; then divide by the Denr, adding o’s to the
Remainders, and carrying on the Division (as directed in Divifon of Decimals,) till o re¬
main, or as far as you please: then make the Quote a Num 1, and apply to it a Decimal
Den1', with as many o’s as the Number of o’s added to the Dividend and Remainders.
This Decimal is exactly equal to the given Vulgar Fraction, if there is no Remainder in
the Division ; but if there is still a Remainder," that Decimal is deficient by a Compound
Fraction, the one Member of which is a Simple Fraction whose Num * is the Remainder^
and its Denr the Divisorj and the other Member is a Fraction whose Num r is i , and
its Denr is that of the Decimal already found. Or it is a Simple Fraction whose Num 1"is
the Remainder , and its Denr the Divisor multiplied by the Dens of the Decimal Fraction:
found j i. e. having as many o’s prefix’d to it as belong to the Den*j wherefore the more
Places the Decimal found has, the less is the Defect.
The Reason, of this Rule you have in the Division of Decimals; for the Dividend With
the o’s added is an Improper Decimal. Or you may take it from Prob. 7. Chap. 2. for
the o’s added to the Num 1’ and Remainder belong to the Decimal Denominator of the
Fraction sought, by which the Numr of, thq given Fraction is multiplied, and the Division,
made finds the correspondent Num * according to that Rule, to which the Den* is ap-
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what this Decimal Fraction
plied according to the Notation of Decimals ; and
Rule.
same
is also found according to the
Ex. x . -y — .5

Ei f. 2. 4 =

Operation .

Oper.

. L ) ro ( 5

-75

4 ) 30 ( 75
28
20
20

yy — .0625
Ex. 3. ■
Oper.
16) 100 ( 625
y6
40
82
80
80

is

deficient,

Ex - 4 - tV = -53^ ^ 0per.
13 ) 70 ( 5384
5°
39
no
104
60
52

Rem .

8

wants titstz of the com¬
In the 4tv Examp. there is a Remainder 8,' and so the Qyote
this being the true Va¬
plete Value of the given Fraction ; i. e. y ', = .7384 -f
lue of the Remainder.
the Division , by first setting a Point
Observe, The Decimal may be found all at once in
the Num r equal to the Denr,
make
not
does
o
one
if
in the Place of the Quote ; then
set another o in
than the Denr,
; and if another o makes it still less Point
^
in the Quote as the Num¬
u ^ afi:er r^eoint
the Quote , and so on : That is, set as many o’s after the
the
-hand of the Num ' , leaves it still less than
ber of o’s, which being set on the Right
, found by setting one o
Decimal
the
of
1
Num
the
comes
o’s
these
after
then
Denr ; and
significant Figure of the Quote,
more on the Right -hand of the Numr which gives the first is carried on, and the Num r
Work
the
,
Remainders
the
to
’d
™ by o’s gradually annex
formed ; the Reason of which is
and Dem Qf the Decimal sought are thus both together
to the Numr . See thisExample.
manifest from the way of finding and applying the Denr
1. In dividing any Whole N umber by
Corollary

Ex.

T|y —,.0078125

Operation.
128) 1000 ( .0078x25
896
1040
IQ24
160

. 128
320
256
640

a
another , when there is a Remainder , instead of making
or
equal
Decimal
a
into
it
Vulgar Fraction of it, we may turn
added
nearly equal to it, by carrying on the Division with o’s of De¬
Division
in
taught
manner
the
in
(
,
to the Remainders
then the
cimals, or in the preceding Problem,) till o remain ;
be
there
till
or
:
Fraction
Vulgar
the
Decimal is equal to
many Decimal Places, and then it is nearly equal to it. But

how far it ought to be carried on, depends upon Circum¬
2.)
stances of the Application (See the following Scholium
that.all
so
;
Point
a
set
,
found
Quote
And after the Integral
the Figures that come after, are Decimal Places : As in the
following Example.
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*8 ) 764? ( 2/Z.0Z57
56
2»4
196

84
100
84
160

140
200
196
Rem . 4 whose
true Valuetis .0004.

Book

2*

Co rq L. 2. When of a simple applicate Whole Num¬
ber it is proposed to find a certain Fart, instead of redu¬
cing the Remainders in the Division to lotver known Spe¬
cies, we may carry on the Division decimally; and. so all
the Numbers of inferiour Species that would arise by re¬
ducing and dividing are thus turned into a decimal Frac¬
tion, (the Design and Use of which you will hear of more
particularfy afterwards.) If the Division does not soon come
to an end, carry it on as Circumstances make it necellary.
See the Rule in Schol. 2. following .
**

Scholium

I.

That every Vulgar Fraction is not reducible to a determinate Decimal, (*', e- where
there is no Remainder in the Division,) we know in fact by Examples; in which we
find this certain Mark That the Division will never come to an end, viz., that there happens a Remainder which is the fame with a former Remainder ; in which Cafe it is not
only certain drat the Division will never have an end, but this we know also drat dre.re¬
maining Figures of the Quote must necessarily Ire a continual Repetition of tire seme- Fi¬
gures (in the seme order) that stand already in the Quote from that one .which pro¬
ceeded from that former Remainder ; as in these Examples.
T-,xarnp. 1.
3 ) 20 ( 66, &e.
18
20
18
2, & £.

To reduce ~ to a Decimal, It is .666, &c. the
(
6 being always,
repeated,) for it is manifest the fame Figured will always arise in
the Quote , because it is the same Dividend 20.
'• '

E xamp. 2 . To reduce | | -f, it is .42626, &c. the 26 being still repeated; for the Re¬
mainder at which the Operation is stop’d being the seme as a former which was tire very
first Remainder, it is plain that carrying on the Work , we should have for the next two
Figures in the Quote 26, and so on still 26 ininfinitum. Therefore whenever this happens
in "any Cafe, we need proceed no further, but observing what Figures in the Quote would
be repeated, take as many of them, or the whole of them, as many times as we think fit.
Operation of Ex. 2.
495 ) 2110 ( .426, &c.
1980
1300
000
3100
2970

Rem . 130

Such Decimals are very properly called Circulating Deci'mals, because of the continual Return of the seme Figures;
and may be called Indeterminate or Infinite Decimals, be¬
cause they can never come to an end : as we also call those
which are the Effect of a Reduction which has no Remain¬
der, Finite or Determinate Decimals. _ Observe allb, that
these Infinite Decimals may be reckon’d as complete, because
tho’ they are composed of an infinite Series of Fractions, yet
there is a certain and known Order in the Progression of die
Series, from the constant Repetition of the seme Figures,
wftereby

Gh&p. 8.
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whereby they are capable of being managed in Operations so as flothing ffiall be wanting.
But the Demonstration of the Theory and Rules of Operation with such Fractions re¬
quires other Principles than have yet been explained, and must therefore be referred to ano¬
ther place: '(See Rook 3. Chap. 4 .) wherein 'you’ll find it demonstrated, that every Vulgar
Fraction will reduce to a Decimal, either finite or circulating.
Scholium

II.

Tho ’ some Vulgar Fractions will become finite Decimals, yet if these have a great
many Places, the Use of them will become very inconvenient and tedious in Practice.
Also, tho' we have Rules for managing. Circulating Decimals without any Defect, yet
the same Inconveniency will arise in these, when they circulate upon many Figures, or
when the Circulation begins at a great distance from the Point ; therefore it is sufficient
for common Use to carry the Reduction so far only, as that the Defect be inconsiderable;
(•for the further the Reduction is Carried, the Defect is the less:) in order to which, I
shall here strew you how
PROBLEM
II.
To carry the ReduEhion of a Vulgar Erattion so
less than any assigned Fra'dion.

far , that the Decimalfound shall want

Rule- Let the assigned Fraction be represented by
if a Decimal 'is carried to so
many Places after the Point, as are expressed by b\ the defect of that Decimal cannot be
equal to -j : For it cannot want a Fraction whose Num r is 1, and its Dem that of the
decimal Quote already found, which we may express
- - the Dem having as many
o’s as b has Figures. Since in that Cafe the Figure in the last Place found -would necesiarily be greater than it is by 1; or, because by the preceding Rule of this Problem the
defect is only a compound Fraction, whereof one Member is this Fraction ——r—
IOO

which Defect is therefore less than
an<^ r^ s evidently
^
less than ~ ; since
aoo, j&c. having as.many o’s -as b has Figures, must be a greater Number ,• and a is not
less than 1 : Wherefore -•* -:v- must be less than
J00 CSV.

'I

.

6

To apply this more particularly: Consider to what Integer any .Decimal refers ; reduce
that Integer to the lowest'known Denomination ; if the Decimal has as many Places after
the Point , as that Number of the lowest Denomination which is equal to the Unit to
which the Decimal refers, then the Decimal does not want the Value of an Unit of that
lowest Denomination . And if the proposed Decimal were again to be multiplied by any
Number , then to make -it so that the ’Product ,stall not be deficient by an Unitxf the
lowest Denomination , make it have as many Places after the Point, as the Sum of the
"Number of Figures in the proposed Multiplier, and in the Number of Units of the
lowest Denomination which makes an Unit of the Denomination to which the Decimal
refers.
For Ex amp. If 2 Decimal of - 1, has 3 Places after the Point, it does not want
t I 7 of it, therefore does not want 1 Farthing, which is - Jjy of it. And if the Decimal
is again to be multiplied by a Number , of 5 Places, let die Decimal have 8 ( = 5 —
f—3 )
Places, and the Product mall not wa*rt 1f. For being carried to 8 Places, it cannot
want
of 11 which is TWor tr <
r «f TtrW ■ But
is lest than 1/ . and
2
hence
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hence ■_^..s.tir3.7f of
I. is less than
of if Consequently if the Decimal car¬
ried to 8 Places is multiplied by a Number of 5 Places, (which is less than 100000)
the Product cannot want if. The Universality of this Reason for all Cases is manifest.
PROBLEM

III.

To reduce Integral Numbers of inferiour Denominations to the Decimal of a higher,

C As E I.

To

reduce a

Simple

Number,

Rule. Express it first asa Vulgar Fraction of the higher, by making itself the Num r,
and taking for the Denr the Number of the inferiour Denomination that is equal to 1 of
the higher. Then reduce this Vulgar to a Decimal Fraction, by the last Problem.
Examp. 1.

gain

is

To express 5 fh. in the Decimal of a Pound : First, it is

and this a-

reduced to .251.
Examp. 2.

Operation.

112 ) 300 ( .0267857
224
760
672
880
784

3ft Averdupoife Weight the greater, to the

Decimal of a hundred Weight . It is
C. and this is again
.02678C. Heie the Division is imperfect, and we are to carry
it on less or more as Circumstances require, according to the
preceding Directions.

800
784
Rem . 16
Another Method.
ft.

It will be in most Cases eafier to divide gradually from one Spectra
to another, as in the Margin,- where 3 ft is divided by 28, (at two
3.00
Steps, viz. by 4 and 7.) to bring it to the Decimal of 1 qr. and
.7500000 this again by 4, which brings it to the Decimal of x C.
.1071428
.0267857
C As E II . To reducea Mix'd Number.

Rule. Reduce each of the Numbers by the first Cafe, and then add their Deci¬
mals together : Or reduce the mix’d Number to a simple Number of the lowest Species,

and then turn that into a Decimal.

Examp. To reduce yfh . 6d. to a Decimal of il. it

is .475 /. by adding .45 , ( the

Decimal equal to 9 (h.) and .025, (that equal to $ d.) or by reducing 9jh. 6 d. viz.
x14 d. equal to | | | /.= .475 /.
Aitother Method

to

find the Decimal of a mix’d Number.

Reduce the Number of the

lowest Species to the Decimal of the next above, (whether there be any Number of that
Species in the Question,-or not,) add to it the Number of that Species in the Question,
(if

Chap.8.
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(if there is any) and reduce the Sum to the next higher Species; adding to the Number
found, the Number of that Species given in the Question ; and go on so till you come
to the proposed Integer.

7 a. 3/
uecircai or
round : iviaxes
Exams. To oreduce
reduce 4q.fi/0.. yd.
3 / . to tne
the Decimal
of a Pound
Makes .2322916/.
4
12
20

3 -00
7 . 75OOOO
4 .6458333
.2 ^ 22916

Thus , 3/ . is .75 d. to which add 7 d. Then
is 7.75 equal to
f 6458333
.
,<
£rc. Jh. to which add 4 sh. and then is 4.645833, &c.
\,& c. equal
to .232291666, Ac . /.

!,&c
.J

Scholium.
Concerning the ConstruSlion and Use of Decimal

Tables.

In order to the Application of Decimals, we ought to have ready calculated the Deci¬
mal of any Integer of Money, Weight, Measure, tkc. answering to every Number , Simple
or Mix’d, of inferiour Denomination, and of less Value than that Integer ; which Deci¬
mals being orderly collected and disposed, make what we call Decimal Tables, by which
any Decimal required may be readily found, or also the Value of any given Decimal in
known inferiour Species.
As to the Construction of these Tables, it would certainly be a very tedious Work to
find every Decimal by a separate Application of this Problem, [tho’ this is a complete
general Rule .] There are other Methods to shorten and make that Construction easierJ
which I shall here explain as far as the Principles already taught do permit.
Rule. Find the Decimal equal to an Unit of the lowest Species; and if that is a
determinate Decimal, then from it, as the Root , the Decimals of all the rest may be
found accurately by Addition. Thus , double the Root , that gives the decimal Fraction
for 2 of that lowest Species; then add the Decimal of 1 and 2, the Sum is the Decimal of
3, and so on by adding still the last Decimal to the first, till you come to a Number of
that Species equal to an Unit of the next Species above ; then make that the First or Root
of all the Decimals of that Species, making them up the same way as the last, i. e. doubling
the first for the Decimal of 2 (of that Species,) add the Decimal of 1 and 2 for 3, and so
on in this manner go through all the Species till you come to the Integer itself; and if
you add the Decimal of the Number next less than the Integer to the Root , the Sum will
be Unity in the Place of Integers.
If the Root , carried to a certain Number of Places, is not determinate, then is it a de¬
ficient Decimal ; and if we make up the Table from that Root , all the other Decimals in
the Table are also deficient, wanting gradually more and more from the Root upwards,
so that the Number that comes against the Integer will be a Decimal. But the more
Places the Root is carried to, the less is the defect in that and every other Part of the
Table . And that there may not be wanting in any of these Decimals an Unit of the
lowest Species, or any Part you please of such an Unit , follow the Directions already
given.
Observe again, That as all Vulgar Fractions become Decimals, which are either de¬
terminate or circulate, so there is an easy way of making up the Tables by Addition from a
Root which has one or more circulating Figures, (and that by using only the first Period
of them) so as all these Decimals which would be found determinate by a separate Re¬
duction, shall come out so in the Table, and all the rest circulate upon the same Num¬
ber of Figures in the fame Places as the Root does. But as the Reason of this Method
*X
de-
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depends upon the particular Doctrine of circulating Decimals, and both the Method and
Reason will be easily understood when you learn that Doctrine in Bookj . Chap.4. I
shall say no more of it here. And only observe these few things.
1. That to bring some Vulgar Fractions to a Decimal, determinate or circulating,
will be such a long Work , that it’smore convenient to take it imperfect with a less num¬
ber of Places.
2. As to the following Tables observe, That the Roots of some of them are determi¬
nate ; whence all the other Decimals of such Tables are also determinate ; and are known
by their wanting this Sign -f - after them. In others the Root circulates, and so the
Table is made up not by the Method of Addition simply, but with a due regard to that Cir¬
culation; so that the Decimals in the Table are these which would be found by calculating
each separately, and carrying it to the same Number of Places.
3. But again observe, That the Roots of some of the Tables circulating upon a single
gure, that Decimal is taken as far as the first Figure of the Circulation; and what Deci¬
mals in such Tables do circulate, are marked by the Sign -}- after the circulating Figure;
those which want it being determinate.
4 . In

the last place

of Time
, the Root

observe, That for the Tables of Averdupoise Weight the greater, and

was

carried on

to a Circulation
, and the Table made

up

witha regard

that : But theso Decimals running to many Places, you have here only the first seven
Places, which are enow for common Use. And for Money, I have made two different
Tables ; the Manner and Design of which I have explained with the Table.
to

B E~
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. TABLES

TABLE

of Money , Weights

1
2
3
Penny 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

Shilling i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II

12
*3
14
15
16
17
18
19

, and Measures,

1. Money.

The Integer i Pound.
Earth.

*

.00104.16s-.002083 -f•003T2<f
.004.16 -4.0083
-J.0125
.0x6
4.02083 -j.02;
.02916 -s-03
4.037?
.0416
-f
.04783 -j,07
.1

Another

Earth.
Penny

TABLE

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IO
II

i

.2
.27
•3
-35
•4
-45
5
-55
6
.67
-7
-75
.8
.85
•9
•95

Shilling 1
2.
3
4
5
6
z
8
9
IO

11
12
13
i4
15
16
17
18
19
20

of Money.

.0010416666
.0020833332
.001124.9998
.0041690664
.0083333328
.0124999992
.01666 66676
.0208333320
.0249999984
.0291666648
-0333333312
-0374999976
-6416666640
.0478333304
-0499999968
.0999999936
-1499999904
.1999999872
.2499999840
.2999999808
•3499999776
.3999999744
•4499999712
.4999999680
.5499999648
.7999999616
-6499999584
•6999999552
.7499999520
-7999999488
•8499999456
•8999999424
.9499999392
.9999999360

Observe, This second Table of Money I have Made for no other end but to shew, that
if the Root of any Table is not determinate, yet being taken to many Places, the Error
will be very little ; for the Table being here carried to 20 Jb. this instead of being equal
to 11,as[ it would be had the Root been determinate, or the Numbers calculated with
a due regard to that, as in the first Table, ] it is a Decimal of 1 I. but which wants less
than
Part j the rest wanting less as they stand nearer to. if For the Error grows
from if . to if.

*X 2
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Weight, TABLE III . Averdupoife
Weight the Lejser.
I 0001 ?.
The Integer
Grains
1 .002083 -1 ft.
2 .00416
q* of:
Dram * 1 - .00097656 4~
3 .00625
2 .00195313 -4+
4 .0083
3 .0029296 - j5 .010416 +
6 .0125
Dram
I
.00390625
00 +
7 b
2 .0078125
8 .016
+
3 .01171875
9 .01875
.015625
4
10 .02083
5 .01953125
11 .022916 “f6 0234375
- 12 .025
7 02734375
13 .027083 -f*
8 .03125
14 .02916 +
9 .03515625
IT .03125
10 .0390625
16 •° 3
+
11 .04296875
17 .035416 +
12 .046875
18 ■° 37?
13 .05078115
19 .039583 f
H .0546875
20 .0416
+
15 .078*9375
21 .04375
e 1 0625
22 .04583 +
2 •I2 5
27 .047916 43 .1875
Fenny ? 1
4 25
.05
Weights 1 |
5 .3125
6 •375
The Table for Penny
7
•4375
Weights is the fame as that
8 •5
for Shillings with respect to
9 .5625
1 Found.
10 .625
II
6875
12 ■75
13 .8125
TABLE V . Of Liauid
14 .875
Measure.
15 •9375
The Integer I gall .
qr ofaPinti
.03125
2 .0625
3 .0937?
Pint 1 .125
2 .25
3 -375
4 ■5
5 .625
6 ■75
Troy

TABLE IV . Averdupoise
Weight the Greater .
The Integer
q*- of an ?
Ounce S 1
2

Ounce

+

1

s.

1
2
3
4
5.
O

7
8
9
IO

11
12
13

14
15

Pound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13

14
15
l6
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

1 Cwf.
OOO
.0002790
.0004187
.0005580 '
.0011160
•0016741
.0022321
.0027901
.0033482
.0039062
.0044642
.0050223
.0055803
.0061383
.0066964
.0072544
.0078125
.0083705
.0089285
.0178571
.0267857
.0357142
.0446428
.0535714
.0625, Exact.
.0714285
.0803571
.0892857
.0982142
.1071428
.1160714
.125, Exact.
.1339285
.1428571
.1517857.
.1607142
.1696428
.1785714
.1875, Exact.
.1964285
.2053571
.2142857
.2232142
.2321428
.2410714
TABLE
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Chap. 8.
TABLE

1

Pint

The Integer

1 qr Chald.

The Integer

.001953
.003906
.005859

2
8

qr of a 7
.0078125
S1
Peck
2 .015625
3 .0234375
For Pecks and Bushels,
they have the fame Decimals
as qr of Pints, and Pints in
Liquid Measiire with respect
to 1Gallon.
TABLE

.VII . Of Long
Measure.
1 yd.

The Integr

qr of Nails 1 1 .015625
2 -03125
3 | .046875
1 .0625
Nails
2
.125
1875
3
.25
qr ofYard I
2

3
TA B LE

q» of an?
S
Inch
Inches

■5
•75

VIII . Of Long
Measure.

The Integer i

2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

IX .

TABLE

Of Dry

VI .
Measure.

foot.

.02083
.0416
.0625
.083
.16
-25
•3
.416
•5
.583
.6 +
•75
.83

-{-f-

44-f
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Of Time.

1 Tear.
.0027397
.0054794,
.0082191
.0109589
.0136986
■0164383
.0191780
.0383561
.0575342
.0767123
.0958904
.1150684
.1342465
.1534246
.1726027
.1917808
.2109589
■2301369
•25

In this Table of Time , the
Decimal for i Day is taken by
the 365 tfe Part of a Year 3 and
fo the Table is carried on to
4
12 Weeks, or 84 Days. Then
5
6
as I reckon 13 Weeks to 1
Quarter of a Year, so after 12
1
Weeks
Weeks comes next 1 Quarter;
2
But that Decimal and the fol¬
3
lowing are taken accurately,
4
which would not happen if
5
6
they were continued from the
. So that as the De¬
preceding
7
8
cimals from 1 Day to 84, or 12
Weeks, are true to 7 Places3
9
these for Quarters are accu¬
10
rate, tho’ a Quarter is not a
11
precise Number of Days, but
12
91 Days and | of a Day 3rec¬
Quarter
365 Days to a Year:
koning
•5
applying this Table
in
that
So
-75
to the Calculations of Interest,
for which chiefly it is designed,
you must reckon 91 Days to a Quarter 3 by which means
the Decimal will tea little greater than what corresponds
to 91 Days. But if we continue the Table , then the Deci¬
mals for 13 Weeks, 26 W . 39 W . 52 W . (which are less than
1 Year by 1 Day,) are as in the
.2493150 Margin. And if we reckon 13
13 Weeks
26
.4986301 Weeks a Quarter, then these are
•7479452 the Decimals for 1, 2, 3, 4 Quar¬
19
.9972602 ters 3 but deficient for the exacts
52
Quarter of a Year, efr . And peruse these Numbers - So that if
to
best
be
may
it
haps
he time is within 13 Weeks, or 91 Days, take the Deci¬
mals in the 2 upper Parts of the Table ; and if it exceeds
91 Days, take for 91 Days (— 13 W .) or 182 Days
( — 26W .) or 273 Days (= 39 W .) the Decimals in this
last Part3 taking Decimals for' what Days are over any of
>hefe Numbers , and Ids than 91, in the former Part 3
and add all together. In short, Reduce the Number of
Days to Quarters , Weeks, and Days, (at 91 Days to a
Quarter,) and take their corresponding Decimals and add
together. You shall see the Application particularly af¬
terwards.

Days

1
2
3

USE
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Book 2.

Of Decimal Tra&iom.
US E of the preceding TABLE

S.

I. To find the Decimal of any Integer (which is in the Tables) answering to any Num?
ber, simple or mix’d, lest than that Integer.
Rule.1 ( .) If it is a simple Number , seek it in the Left Column of the Table relating
to that Integer, and against it you have the Decimal sought : So for 7r. (in the Table of
Money) we find .25/.
(2.) If it is a Mix'd Number , seek the Decimals answering to the several Member’s;
their Sum is the Decimal sought. Examp. The Decimal for 9 s. 8 d. is .483 (the 3 cir¬
culating for ever) which is the Sum of .47 and .0333/ . the Decimals of 9 s. and of 8d.
Observe. Decimal Tables would be more compleat, if they were made up for every
Number , Mix’d as well as simple, less than the Integer ; but as this would iwell them to
a great Bulk, so these for the simple Numbers are sufficient; because from them the others
can be got easily as there is occasion. Or if any body wants such Tables, they are easily
made, either by adding their Parts, or by the Method of Case 2. Pr obi. 3.

II . Having the Decimal of any Integer to find the corresponding Number , simple or
mix’d, of known inferior Species.
Rule.1 ( .) Seek the given Decimal in the Table ; if you find it there, against it stands
the Number sought : So against . 75 in the Table of Money stands 15 r.
(2.) If the given Decimal is not exactly found in the Table, take the next lesier found
there, the Number against it is Part of the Answer 3 then take the Difference betwixt
that Decimal and the given one ; and seek it or the next lesier in the Table, and against
it you have another part of the Answer in a lower Species than the preceding part . Go
on thus as long as you can, and you’ll find the Answer as near as possible in known
Species.
Examp. 1 . To find the Value of .6877 /. I seek this in the Table , but the nearest to
it (lesser) which I can find is .6s, to which answers 13 r. then the Difference of .6875
and .6s is. .037s , which I find in the Table , against 9 d. therefore the Answer is 13 s. 9 d.
Examp. 2 . For .4768 I, the nearest lesier Decimal is .45 against 95. then .4768 Ids
.45 is .0268, and the next lest than this is .025 against 6 d. then .0268 less .027 is .0018,
the next lest than which is00104
.
, &c. against 1 farth. So the Answer st ys . 6 d. if
with a Fraction of a Farthing.
But observe, That if any Decimal given st not found exactly in the Tables, the Value
of it may be had in most cases as easily, by Reduction (as in Pr obi. 12 . Reduction of
Vulgar Fractions.) And for any Integer in the preceding Tables, it will be sufficient to
take the first three Places after the Point . But the easiest way to solve the Problem st
by siich compleat Tables as are already mentioned.
As the Decimals of Money are of the greatest use, so also there is an ease way of finding
the Value of any Decimal of a Pound ; or finding the Decimal for any Number lest than
11 without Tables. Thus:
I.

To

find the

Value of any Decimal

of 11, without Tables or Pen.

Rule. Take
the first three Figures after the Point, neglecting the rest ; then double
that Number which stands in the first Place (after the Point ) it st so many Shillings of
the Answer. And if the Figure in the second Place is 5 or greater, add 1 to the Shillings
already found ; then take what the Figure in the second Place exceeds 5, with the Figure
in the third Place, (and if there is no Figure in the third Place, supposeo) consider these
two Figures, in order as they stand, as one Number . If they make a Number not exceed¬
ing 23, take so many Farthings (and reduce them to Pence), for the remaining Part of the
1
Answer:

Chap,8i
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Answer : Bat if that Number exceeds 23, take x from it, and the Remainder is so many
Farthings in the Answer. Thus you shall have the Answer exact in all its Value of known
Species; or so, that the Error shall not be i Farthing.
Examp.

1.
2.

II

CO'A

•35l-— 7s-

3- .248/ . = 4 s. nd . if.
4- ■1iyl . ~ 6s. 4 d.

Examp

s.
6.
8.

.089/ .= it . 9as 2/.
.67/ . = 13 s. 5 d.
6 OO 11
'oN
.04/ . =

9 d. if.

If you compare these Examples with the Rule, the manner of finding the Value will be
plain, without any further Explication.
The Reason of this Rule is thus:
1. Since 1 Shilling is the — Part of a Pound, and double any Number of 10 th Parts,
makes so many 20 th Parts ; lib
— therefore
double the Figure in the 1/Place
(whose Denr is ic th Parts) is equal to lo many 20 th Parts , or Shillings. Again,
2. Since ^S~ rh> therefore 5 in the 2d Place (whose Denr is 100 th Parts ) is 1 Shil¬
ling. Then,
3. The Figure in the 3d Place has 1000 th Parts for its Denr, and this with the Num¬
ber over 5 in the2 d Place, makes so many 1000 th Parts ; which is little less than so many
Farthings ; because 1 Farthing is 5^ Part of a Pound . But when we make up a Decimal
Table for Farthings from 1 to 47, (which is nd. 3/ .) we find this true in Fact, That
from 1 to 23 Farthings the Figures in the 2d and 31’ Places of the Decimal are the fame
with the. Number,of Farthings: But,from 24 to 47, the Figures in the 2d and 3d Places
make a Number 1 more than the Number of Farthings. And tho’ in all these Decimals
(except that for 6 d. or 24f .) there are Figures, after the 3d Place, yet their Value is not
1 Farthing, because they do not make .001, which is less than 1 Farthing.

IL

To

find the Decimal of a Found, .answering to a?iy Number of Shillings
, Fence, and

Farthings , less than a Found, without Tables or Fen.
Rule 1. If the Number of Shillings is even , take its Half and set.in the first Place after
the Point, {Ex. 1.) If it’s odd, set the Half of the next lesser even Number in the first Place,
and 5 in the 2d, (Ex. 2.) then reduce the d. and f. to / . and if they arc fewer than 24
(1. e. the d. fewer than 6 — 24/ .) set that Number in the ad and. 3dPlaces (i. a. in the
3d Place if it’s. but one Figure, {Ex. 3.) and if it has two, add that which is in .the Place
of Tens to the Figure standing already in the 2d Place , if there is any, and set the other
in the 3d Place, Ex .4..) But if thefeFarthings exceed 23 (i. e. if the d. exceed 5) add 1 to
them, and set that Number in the 2d and 3d Places as before, (Ex. s,6 .) Thus you have
the Decimal sought, true to three Places, which is sufficient for common use. But,
2. If you would compleat the Decimal, then if the Number off. to which the d. and
f in the Question are equal , do not exceed 23 , take that Number of f or , if they ex¬
ceed 23, take the Remainder after 24 is subtracted from them, and divide that Number

or Remainder decimally, (viz., by prefixing o’s to it) by 24 (which is easily and readily
done . by 4 and.6) the Quote , which will either be determinate, or circulate on 6 or 3,
being set after the Figures.already found, the Decimal is compleated.
Examp.

1 . qr.— .81.

2. 135. — .6y
3. 6 s. 2/ . — .308
4. 8 s. id. 412s
—.

5- 7s- 6>d.t=x .375

Examp. 6. 9 s. 9 / — .4875
7. yd . 3/ .= .0322916 esc.
8. 45. 8 d. 3 / — .2364783 <
& c.
9. 5 r. 4 d. 1/ . = .2677083
The
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The Reason of this Rule is this:
1. For the Shillings: The half of any Number of 20 th Parts (i. e. of any Number of
Shillings) makes so many 10th Parts ; and if there is an odd Shilling, it is equal to « in
the ad Place , or
Parts, because T|y is
2. For the Pence and Farthings: If we make a Table of Decimals for any Number of
Farthings from 1 to 4.7 (equal to 11 d. 3/ .) then for any Number less that 24 (or 6d .)
the Decimal has that Number in the 3d, or 2d and zd Places, (/'. e. it will have so many
1000 th Parts . And if these Farthings exceed 23, the Decimal has 1 more 1000 th Parts.
Again, For any Number of Farthings less than 24 (or 6 d.) consider, that because 1 Far¬
thing is - z- Part of a Pound, which is greater than — ^ Part ; therefore besides so many
1000 th Parts, theremustbe added such a Decimal as is equal to the Difference of so many
960th Parts and 1000 th Parts. Now,if we subtract
from 5-^ the Remainder is 5^ —;
wherefore any Number less than 24, of 24000 th Farts , wiii make a Decimal, whole
first Place will fall in the fourth Place after the Point : Consequently this Decimal which
remains to compleat the Decimal sought, falls after the 3 Places already found.
Lastly, If the Number of Farthings exceeds 23, it is either 24 j and then there is nothing
to be added to the Number of 1000 th Parts already set down : Or it’s more than 24.
And what’s more, being less than 23 ; the Decimal to be added for that, comes under
the same Rule as the last Article.
QU E STIONS,
stewing the Application of Decimals in Multiplication and Division.

slues. 1. There is 14 / : 8x : 6d in each of 6 Bags : How much is in the whole ?
Answer, 861 : 11 s. Thus, 14 / : 8 s : 6d is 14.425/ . which multiplied by 6 produceth
86.55 equal to 86 / : nr.
slues. 2 . If 1 Yard of Cloth cost 14s : %d. what is the Value of 24 yds 3: yr : xna
Ans.

18 / : 35 : 2/ nearest . Thus, 14s : %d is .7333 &e. and
/.

247 ^ : iqr 1:

na'

is 24,.7625 jw : Which multiplied by .7333 produces 18. 158 &c . I. which is 18/ : 35 : 2/-

nearly.

slues. 3. If 30 /. buy 124 yds: 1 jr : 2 na. of Cloth , How much will 1 /. buy?
Answ . ^ yds : 2 na. and .32 nearly. Thus , 124 yds : 1 <jr : 2 na. is 124 .375 , which
divided by 30, quotes 4. 145 esc. which is 4 yds : 2 na. and . 32 nearly.
slues. 4 . If 8 / : 9 Jh : 4 d. buy 3 hundred Weight : 1 cg : and 18 Pound of Sugar,
What may be bought:for 1 I? Answ. 1 qr : 17 ft and .1 nearly. Thus, 8 / : <yjh : 4 d.
is 8.4666 esc. and 3 C 1: qr. 18 ft . is 3.4107x4, which divided by the other, quotes

.4028 ^ . which is 1 c/ :

17 ft

and .1 nearly.

Observe, The Use and Application of Decimals will more fully appear in the remain¬
ing Parts of this Work ; especially by applying them in Book 6. As to which Application,
this in general only needs to be further laid here, That any Integer being consider’d as
the highest Denomination, all Numbers or Quantitys lest than that are to be expressed
decimally by taking the Decimal of that Integer answering to that lesser Quantity ; and in]
the same Question using Decimals of the fame Integer for all Numbers of the lame kind,
(i. e. for all Numbers of Money, use the same Integer as 1/.) Then multiply and divide

by these Numbers according to the Rules of Decimals. And in Multiplication you
may use the manner of Contraction explained in Ch.8. §. 5.
I must observe in the last place, that most Questions in common Business are sooner
done without Decimals, by the common Methods of Reduction ; but when to use De¬
cimals, or the common Methods, must be left to every body’s own choice : and indeed
a good deal of Practice will be necessary to enable one to chuse judiciously. And par¬
ticularly as to the preceding Examples, observe, That the first is easier done by the com¬
mon Method ; because it [can be done without Reduction, the Multiplier being 'small.
The second and fourth cannot be done by any Method hitherto explain’d, (except by
Decimals ;) because by the Method of Reduction they require both Multiplication and
Division; as you will afterwards understand in the Rule os Three, (Book6.) The third
may be easily done, the common way.
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